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Abstract
The primary objective of the ELE project is to prepare the European Language Equality Programme, in the form of a strategic research, innovation and implementation agenda (SRIA)
as well as a roadmap for achieving full digital language equality (DLE) in Europe by 2030.
This deliverable presents the current situation and state of the art in Language Technology
(LT). It briefly summarises the latest breakthroughs in AI and the shift to deep learning, the
importance of language models, and what implications this has for the future of LT and the
equal language treatment of all languages.
The current scientific goal envisioned for 2030, laid out by the ELE consortium and the
European LT community, is Deep Natural Language Understanding (NLU), which remains
an open research problem with necessary breakthroughs needed. However, the benefits
that NLU would bring to society are immense.
Some of the current priority research themes for NLU include Machine Translation, Speech,
Text Analytics, and Data and Knowledge. A very brief overview of these research areas, along
with their history, challenges, and recommendations has been provided by the ELE industry partners. As a project from the community for the community, the consortium wants
to ensure that all voices are heard and taken into account for the ELE SRIA and roadmap.
In addition to the expert views gathered by the consortium, further insights were gained
from several online surveys and expert interviews targeting LT developers and LT users and
consumers. More than 450 survey responses were collected and more than 65 expert interviews were conducted. A short 3-minute survey, targeted at European citizens, to investigate
how they feel about the digital support for their languages, has already generated more than
21,000 responses at the time of writing.

1 Introduction
This deliverable summarises the necessary technological and innovation advances required
to achieve the ambitious goal of DLE in Europe by 2030, and possible ways of achieving it
(including technology forecasting) that will be further highlighted and investigated in the
Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda (SRIA) to be published in June 2022. The SRIA,
conceptualised by the ELE consortium will serve as a blueprint for achieving full DLE in Europe. The current scientific goal envisioned for 2030 is Deep Natural Language Understanding (Deep NLU) which comes with various demands and issues from society and a number
of necessary breakthroughs needed.
Deep NLU remains an open research problem. Current approaches have severe limitations
and are not able to serve all of Europe’s languages in an adequate way. However, over the
last decade, the emergence of new deep learning techniques and tools has revolutionised
the approach to LT-related tasks. We are gradually moving from a methodology in which a
pipeline of multiple modules was the typical way to implement LT solutions, to architectures
based on complex neural networks trained with vast amounts of text data. Just to name two
examples, the current state-of-the-art has enabled translation without parallel corpora and
the generation of full text claimed to be almost indistinguishable from human prose.
Given the speed of the development these days, forecasting the future of LT and languagecentric Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a challenge. Nevertheless, while it is undeniable that the
benefits to society of these anticipated developments would be immense, they also come with
great expectations and demands for the future. For instance, assistive technologies such as
Text-to-Speech (TTS) help those with visual and oral impairments and learning disabilities.
The current lack of suitable data for use in training and evaluating today’s state-of-the-art
data-driven tools leads directly to digital language inequalities. While data availability is al-
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ready a general problem, this scarcity is compounded and results in more severe limitations
for lesser-spoken European languages. The European data economy relies on the availability, the interoperability and the provision of (unstructured, semi-structured and structured)
data as a basis for further innovation and exponential development of technologies.
To counteract this, steps have been taken recently by the research community with respect
to cultivating a culture of open data and data sharing. The EU Coordinated Plan on Artificial
Intelligence states that further developments in AI require a well-functioning data ecosystem
built on trust, data availability and infrastructure. In addition, the elimination of biases and
the consideration of fairness and ethical aspects that are relevant to machine (and deep)
learning models are important factors that need to be taken into account.
To better assess the current state of the LT landscape and to outline and define the steps
necessary to achieve the ambitious goal of Deep NLU by 2030, the ELE industry partners generated, in various focus groups, four technology reports to illustrate the demands, wishes
and visions of the European industry in a structured way. These deep dives have been compiled for the fields of Machine Translation (Technology deep dive Machine Translation, Bērziņš et al., 2022), Speech (Technology deep dive Speech Technologies, Backfried et al., 2022),
Text Analytics (Technology deep dive Text Analytics and Natural Language Understandings,
Gomez-Perez et al., 2022) and Data and Knowledge (Technology deep dive Data, Kaltenboeck
et al., 2022). They offer in-depth, up-to-date analyses of their areas.
The recommendations from these expert reports serve as valuable input to pave the way
for DLE in 2030. However, all initiatives of the last decade (such as META-NET, CRACKER, ELG
etc.) have always been designed to also build a strong community to lobby the importance
of LT in Europe. Previous projects have benefited immensely from the partners’ expertise
and their community reach.
This Deliverable is structured as follows. In Section 2, the state of the art (Sect. 2.1) is described as collected in the WP2 deliverables in a summarised form to make this deliverable
self-contained. In the remaining two subsections of Section 2, main Gaps and shortcomings
(Sect. 2.2) are described as collected from all preceding deliverables to provide the starting
point for the forward looking sections; to support the visions and recommendations, Section 2.3 describes the contributions, demands and issues related to LT and their use in society at large. Section 3 presents the vision of the various stakeholders who contributed to
the surveys and interviews for the LT landscape in 2030. This is followed by Section 4 that
formulates the recommendations, supported by the three types of ELE surveys and their results. Section 5 summarises the report and concludes with the key points. The Appendix
contains the results of the EU Citizen survey not presented in detail previously.
With all the valuable insights collected during the project by its large and well-connected
consortium up to this point, a well-informed and comprehensive SRIA and roadmap will be
crafted in the remainder of the ELE project to support future efforts towards achieving full
DLE for all languages of Europe by 2030.

2 Language Technology: State of the Art and Current
Situation
2.1 State of the Art
2.1.1 Move to Deep Learning
In recent years, the LT community has witnessed and contributed to the emergence of disruptive new deep learning techniques and tools that are revolutionising the approach to LTrelated tasks. We are gradually moving from a methodology in which a pipeline of multiple
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modules was the typical way to implement LT solutions, to architectures based on complex
neural networks trained with vast amounts of text data. For instance, the AI Index Report
20211 highlights the rapid progress in NLP, vision and robotics thanks to deep learning and
deep reinforcement learning techniques. In fact, the Artificial Intelligence: A European Perspective report2 establishes that the success in these areas of AI has been possible because of
the confluence of four different research trends: 1) mature deep neural network technology,
2) large amounts of data (and for NLP processing large and diverse multilingual textual data),
3) increase in High Performance Computing (HPC) power in the form of Graphic Processing
Units (GPUs), and 4) application of simple but effective self-learning approaches (Goodfellow
et al., 2016; Devlin et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2020; Torfi et al., 2020; Wolf et al., 2020).
As a result, various IT enterprises in Europe and elsewhere have started deploying large
pretrained neural language models in production. Compared to the previous state of the
art, the results are so good that systems are claimed to obtain human-level performance in
laboratory benchmarks when testing some difficult English language understanding tasks.
For instance, DeepMind’s Gopher achieved scores that suggest its comprehension skills were
equivalent to that of an average high school student (Rae et al., 2021). Interestingly, large
language models still perform poorly in logical and mathematical reasoning.
2.1.2 Forecasting the Future of LT
Forecasting the future of LT and language-centric AI is a challenge. Five years ago, hardly
anyone would have predicted the recent breakthroughs that have resulted in systems that
can translate without parallel corpora (Artetxe et al., 2019), create image captions (Hossain
et al., 2019), generate full text claimed to be almost indistinguishable from human prose
(Brown et al., 2020), generate theatre play script (Rosa et al., 2020), create pictures from textual descriptions (Ramesh et al., 2021, 2022) or explain jokes3 (Chowdhery et al., 2022).4
2.1.3 Large Language Models
It is, however, safe to predict that even more advances will be achieved by using pretrained
language models. For instance, GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020), one of the largest dense language
models, can be fine-tuned for an excellent performance on specific, narrow tasks with very
few examples. GPT-3 has 175 billion parameters and was trained on 570 gigabytes of text,
with a cost estimated at more than four million USD.5 In comparison, its predecessor, GPT-2,
was over 100 times smaller, at 1.5 billion parameters. This increase in scale leads to surprising behaviour: GPT-3 is able to perform tasks it was not explicitly trained on with zero
to few training examples (referred to as zero-shot and few-shot learning, respectively). This
behaviour was mostly absent in the much smaller GPT-2 model. Furthermore, for some tasks
(but not all), GPT-3 outperforms state-of-the-art models explicitly trained to solve those tasks
with far more training examples.
It is impressive that a single model can achieve a state-of-the-art or close to a state-of-theart performance in limited training data regimes. Most models developed until now have
been designed for a single task, and can thus be evaluated effectively by a single metric.
Moreover, OpenAI has trained language models that are much better at following user intentions than GPT-3. The InstructGPT6 models are trained with humans in the loop. The
1
2
3
4
5
6

https://aiindex.stanford.edu/report/
https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/publication/artificial-intelligence-european-perspective
https://ai.googleblog.com/2022/04/pathways-language-model-palm-scaling-to.html
https://openai.com/blog/dall-e/
https://lambdalabs.com/blog/demystifying-gpt-3/
https://openai.com/blog/instruction-following/#{}guide
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team claims to have made them more truthful and less toxic by using techniques developed
through alignment research.
Making larger models is not the only way for improving its performance. For instance,
Megatron-Turing NLG,7 built by Nvidia and Microsoft, held the title of the largest dense neural network at 530B parameters – already 3x larger than GPT-3 – until very recently (Google’s
PaLM8 holds the title now at 540B). But remarkably, some smaller models that came after MTNLG reached higher performance levels. Smaller models, like Gopher (280B), or Chinchilla9
(70B) – barely a fraction of its size – are way better than MT-NLG across tasks. It seems that
current large language models are “significantly undertrained”.
Combining large language models with symbolic approaches (knowledge bases, knowledge graphs), which are often used in large enterprises because they can be easily edited
by human experts, is a non-trivial challenge. Techniques for controlling and steering such
outputs to better align with human values are nascent but promising.
Such language models have an unusually large number of uses, from chatbots to summarisation, from computer code generation to search or translation. Future users are likely
to discover more applications, and use existing technologies positively (such as knowledge
acquisition from electronic health records) and negatively (such as generating deep fakes),
making it difficult to identify and forecast their impact on society. As argued by Bender et al.
(2021), it is important to understand the limitations of large pretrained language models,
which they call “stochastic parrots” and put their success in context.
Indeed, today we find ourselves in the midst of a significant paradigm shift in LT and
language-centric AI. This revolution has brought noteworthy advances to the field along with
the promise of substantial breakthroughs in the coming years.
2.1.4 Equal Language Treatment
We believe that this unprecedented time of significant technological transition represents
a unique opportunity to redress the balance, and that now is the moment to create a level
playing field for all European languages in the digital realm. There are ample reasons for optimism. Although there is more work that can and must be done, Europe’s leading language
resources, repositories, platforms, libraries, models and benchmarks have the potential to
make significant progress. Recent research in the field has considered the implementation
of cross-lingual transfer learning and multilingual language models for low-resource languages, an example of how the state of the art in LT could benefit from better digital support
for low-resource languages.

2.2 Main Gaps and Shortcomings
Here we discuss the main gaps and shortcomings facing LTs across 4 main axes – Data,
Technologies, Benchmarking and Expertise. Within these contexts, there is much overlap
of shared issues across all four areas of focus in the technology deep dives.

7
8
9

https://developer.nvidia.com/blog/using-deepspeed-and-megatron-to-train-megatron-turing-nlg-530b-theworlds-largest-and-most-powerful-generative-language-model/
https://ai.googleblog.com/2022/04/pathways-language-model-palm-scaling-to.html
https://towardsdatascience.com/a-new-ai-trend-chinchilla-70b-greatly-outperforms-gpt-3-175b-and-gopher280b-408b9b4510
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2.2.1 Data
Data Availability
The availability of suitable data for use in both training and evaluating today’s state-of-theart data-driven tools is crucial. However, the current lack of parity in such resources for
different languages translates directly to digital language inequalities.
The type of data required for TA tools can vary according to the task at hand. For example, when building large transformer-based language models, current systems can be built
upon raw (unlabelled) text (e. g. Wikipedia, books, etc.). However, more sophisticated tasks
such as named entity recognition, syntactic parsing, sentiment analysis, etc., require training and test data to be labelled. Labelling data can be a time-intensive task that often
requires skilled domain expertise, which is a costly overhead for both the research and industry communities. The lack of in-house expertise to create labelled datasets has increased
the demand for third-party data providers. In addition, online platforms such as Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk are also popular for crowd-sourcing campaigns for (trivial, non-expert) labelling tasks. These online platforms, however, are not useful when dealing with complex
labelling tasks or for regional or lesser-spoken languages.
With respect to MT, as translation data management and file standards improve, parallel
data is becoming more and more available. However, there is much untapped potential
across public sectors. In fact, Berzins et al. (2019) report on the difficulties experienced
across a number of EU member states in accessing public sector language data – due to
the lack of awareness or implementation of the EU Open Data Directive. They also found
that lack of specialised user training and negative dispositions towards Computer-Assisted
Translation (CAT) tools (along with their high costs) were blocking factors for translators to
embrace CAT tools, hindering the creation of appropriate translation files (e. g. TMX) and
language data sharing.
Obtaining training data for speaker recognition and language identification presents a different set of challenges. In the case of speaker identification (SID) and language identification
(LID), the situation is more favourable since the only annotation needed is the identity of the
speaker or language. However, it is crucial that the training data for SID and LID contain
many recordings of the same speaker or of the same language. On the other hand, it is
preferable to have as many (different) speakers as possible in ASR training data. While
there has been much progress in collecting data from videos online, progress on telephony
data is still limited by privacy concerns and lack of data.
The diversity of contexts and speakers represented by popular ASR benchmarks for read
speech10 and spontaneous speech11 is limited. Recent works attempt to address this problem by introducing benchmarks that mimic real-world settings, with the goal of detecting
model biases and flaws (Riviere et al., 2021). Contemporary models often reveal significant
performance differences by accent, and much greater differences depending on the socioeconomic background of the speakers; which also highlights the need to develop better and
more robust conversational language models.
As we have seen, data availability is already a general problem, but when it comes to
lesser-spoken European languages with less digital content, this scarcity is compounded
and results in significant implications. For a few languages with high commercial interest, an
abundance of training data is available. However, for many (the majority of) European languages, this is not the case and only corpora which are minuscule in comparison to English
are available, often exclusively in general-purpose domains. This of course has a knock-on
effect on performance quality of the relevant technologies and in the prospects of developing
novel LTs for these languages.
10
11

Librispeech (Panayotov et al., 2015; Garnerin et al., 2021)
See Tüske et al. (2021)
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That said, most of today’s TA solutions are language-specific. If language-agnostic tools
are not a realistic goal, more innovation and investment are required in making this language adaptation process easier and less of a roadblock for LT providers, their customers,
governments and the wider linguistically diverse public. This broadening of linguistic coverage cannot rely solely on being market-driven – which is the main reason why relatively
lesser spoken languages are being left behind. Likewise in terms of ST, the unbalanced availability and quality of resources (e. g. data-sets, annotations, models) strongly impact the performance of ST for different groups of languages. In extreme cases, selected functionalities
and/or support for minor languages may not be available at all. In addition to the support
of a language per se, language varieties, dialects or accents (e. g. non native) may not be supported or only supported on very limited levels.
Studies involving evaluations of English-only language data and applications are no longer
sufficient, as there is a need to extend well-established evaluation protocols and benchmarking exercises to as many languages as possible. In this regard, the so-called Bender rule (Bender, 2011) originally called upon researchers to “state the name of the language that is being
studied, even if it’s English. Acknowledging that we are working on a particular language
foregrounds the possibility that the techniques may in fact be language-specific, which in
turn may open up interesting and promising opportunities to investigate the portability of
some techniques to other languages. Conversely, neglecting to state that the particular data
used were in, say, English, gives [a] false veneer of language-independence to the work.”
Domain coverage is also an important consideration. LT is a type of horizontal technology,
which cuts across nearly every domain, from health and pharmacy, publishing, broadcasting
and the legal domain, to construction, finance and insurance and the public administration
– to just name a few core areas. While general language data may be useful for developing a
language model, domain-specific language data (e. g., medical, legal, user-generated content,
etc.) is needed to ensure sufficient coverage of certain terminology and phrasing for certain
applications.
In addition, databases with more expressive and spontaneous recordings are required to
build TTS systems suitable for more emotion-demanding applications like audiobook reading, movie dubbing and human-computer interaction that aims to be similar to interactions
between humans. Moreover, the vast majority of datasets correspond to adult voices and
there is a lack of data to generate child and elderly voices, which involves ethical issues
with regard to elicting and using spoken data provided by potentially vulnerable speakers.
Adding emotions and affections into the applications and tools for human-machine interaction, recognising intent and taking into account a broad variety of contexts holds the potential to turn these interactions into truly human-like experiences. The components related
to emotional understanding and empathy, while relevant to all Intelligent Personal Assistants (IPAs) and Conversational Agents (CAs), are especially relevant for systems functioning
in social domains, such as healthcare, education, and customer service.
Digitisation for at least one kind of content still has a long way to go: educational material. Much educational material in several languages is still widely published on paper. In
many countries, there is a small but focused industry with a long tradition of creating books
and related material conforming to country and region-specific requirements of educational
content. While digitized content is available in some cases, it is essentially replacing analog
recordings, e. g. for foreign language teaching, or recorded lectures as experienced during
the pandemic. Current digital technology, LT and AI as much more to offer, yet this is still to
be picked up by the key players in the educational industry, and vice versa – LT is not well
informed about the needs of the educational sector. This has then negative consequences
on data availability for LT in education, and as a consequence, the possibly groundbreaking
applications in this area cannot be developed.
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Data Accessibility
Steps have been taken recently in the research community with respect to cultivating a
culture of open data and data sharing. Many top-tier publications require the release of
datasets (where possible) in order to facilitate reproducibility of studies. Additionally most
shared tasks (benchmark or evaluation campaigns) require a release of their specifically designed datasets for use by the wider research community (Escartín et al., 2021). These practices are only helpful, however, when related to datasets that are not restricted by copyright,
licensing agreements or privacy regulations.
Enterprise data, e. g., tends to be locked in regulatory and corporate silos. As enterprise
data is by nature confidential and companies need to respect data protection regulations, the
barriers for making data available are high. Research and solutions for language technologies that address problems of business and social relevance is therefore underdeveloped.
When it comes to MT training data, translation memories and terminology data are often
licensed for non-commercial use only. When commercial licences do exist, their prices are
often prohibitively high for many users and developers. This acts as a major barrier to SMEs
developing MT applications, especially when there is a limited amount of data available in
the language pairs and/or domains of interest.
With regards to copyrighted content, copyright laws pose a barrier in Europe. While copyright law is subject to fair-use exceptions in countries such as the US, European law is far less
flexible. Many European laws severely restrict the use of parts of copyrighted works for purposes such as data mining. In the context of speech technologies, it is found that in terms of
copyright, rules in Europe are more restrictive than in other economic regions and countries
such as the United States. For example, difficulties faced in accessing closed captions from
TV broadcasts or subtitles from a copyrighted film to train and evaluate ST models.
The EU Coordinated Plan on Artificial Intelligence12 correctly states that “Further developments in AI require a well-functioning data ecosystem built on trust, data availability and
infrastructure.” But it underestimates the effect that one of its cornerstones has had on data
collection in the language AI field – The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Since
unconstrained, unstructured text can by its very nature often include personal data, data
protection and privacy (DPP) policies can put limits on the type of data that can be made
available for the development of all LT technologies. As such the GDPR may have an adverse
effect on a large part of the European LT industry. Additionally, the principles of DPP and
legal provisions such as GDPR stipulate that data should only be used for a-priori defined
narrow purposes and that these purposes must be made transparent to the data subject upfront. This proves problematic, especially when dealing with induced models or datasets
from online sources that have been reused without the consent of website owners or individual contributors, that would be highly impractical to trace in most situations. Moreover,
non-European AI companies have been able to continue to operate without GDPR restrictions, which has gained them a considerable competitive advantage over EU companies.
As the main issue related to GDPR restricted data concerns Personal identifiable information (PII), steps have been taken recently towards developing tools that can anonymise
language data in an attempt to overcome these barriers.13 However, the task of anonymisation is difficult and does not always work with sufficient precision and reliability. Any text
anonymisation in practice has to accept a potential residual risk of DPP non-compliance. Special usage rights have been called for to help advance NLP, particularly in domains where PII
is prevalent in datasets (similar to the exemptions granted in the field of medical research
under very specific circumstances and subject to approval of the relevant authorities).
12
13

Coordinated Plan on Artificial Intelligence, COM(2018) 795 final https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/
?uri=CELEX%3A52018DC0795
For example, the CEF-funded MAPA project set out to develop a toolkit for effective and reliable anonymisation
of texts in the medical and legal fields for all official EU languages: https://mapa-project.eu
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Fairness and Ethical Considerations
The development, application and adoption of LTs are also connected to a range of issues
relating to fairness, biases and ethical aspects that need to be accounted for.
Unfortunately, machine (and deep) learning models are notoriously sensitive to bias and
noise within datasets. The dominant data-driven approach to speech and language processing and the quest for accuracy have yielded both opaque tools that are hard to interpret,
and biased tools that perpetuate social stereotypes that exist within datasets on a gender,
racial and ethnic basis (e. g., Vanmassenhove et al., 2019; Sheng et al., 2021). These dataset
biases replicate regrettable patterns of socio-economic domination and exclusion that are
conveyed through language, since these biases are present in the training data and are then
amplified by models which tend to choose more frequent patterns and discard rare ones.
Furthermore, they can generate unpredictable and factually inaccurate text or even recreate
private information.14 One way to achieve this is the examination of training data, identifying biased parts or gaps, and enriching the data by providing alternatives, or by replacing
them altogether. Modifying models could reduce biases, too, for example by introducing
weights for probabilities of words related to bias.
Voice assistants frequently utilise female voices. Some of them offer the possibility of
using male voices, but the default voice is usually female. This fact has been extensively
criticised as it can contribute to the outdated view of women as the gender that must help and
take care of others. Moreover, nowadays the generation of gender-neutral voices is gaining
importance, as many people do not identify themselves with the classic binary genders.
Similar to gender-related biases, race-related biases may also be present in many kinds
of LT models. Due to the fact that models depend on the amount and composition of training
data, ethically-concerning aspects of language and language use that is present in these data
may also be present in the resulting models. Systems capable of self-learning may adapt into
directions completely unplanned and undesired by the developers or be gamed (attacked) by
users into doing so.15 Due to these inherent conditions, systems may subsequently perform
at different levels of accuracy for particular sections of the population. Furthermore, disabilities related to language production may not be accounted for and exclude sections of
the population from using ST systems at all. Various ethnic groups may however be underrepresented in the training data and thus less accurately recognised. Biased tools therefore
have a direct impact in society as a whole and can have a negative impact on marginalised
populations (Sheng et al., 2021).
2.2.2 Technologies
Technology Capabilities
The paradigm shift to neural MT systems, neural language models in TA16 and end-to-end ST
systems means that current state-of-the-art LT research and development is based on access
to huge, and previously unthinkable, amounts of data and processing power. Access to
hardware, experts, and involvement in research have also shifted in such a way that elite
universities and large firms have an advantage due to their ease of access to such resources
(Ahmed and Wahed, 2020). Thus, it is no surprise that the companies with the largest pools
of data and the most extensive infrastructure are now the leading actors in their respective
fields, leaving only niche markets and domains to smaller, but highly specialised players.
14
15

16

https://ai.googleblog.com/2020/12/privacy-considerations-in-large.html
After Microsoft’s release of its chatbot Tay in 2016, the chatbot began to post racist, sexually-charged, inflammatory and offensive tweets prompting Microsoft to shut down the service again within 16 hours of its launch
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tay_(bot))
Also known as pre-trained language models (Han et al., 2021)
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According to the ELE report on existing strategic documents and projects in LT/AI, there is
a lack of necessary resources (experts, High Performance Computing (HPC) capabilities, etc.)
in Europe, compared to large U.S. and Chinese IT corporations (e. g., Google, OpenAI, Facebook, Baidu, etc.) that lead the development of new LT systems. The report also highlights
an uneven distribution of resources, including scientists, experts, computing facilities, and
IT companies, across countries, regions and languages (Aldabe et al., 2021b).
While most research focuses on a single user’s interactions, speech technologies embodied in virtual assistants are becoming increasingly popular in social spaces. This highlights
a gap in our understanding of the opportunities and constraints unique to multiple user
scenarios. These include detecting if users are addressing the system or other participants.
For example, speaker diarisation (see Park et al., 2022, for a review of recent advances in
speaker diarisation with deep learning methods), understanding aspects of social dynamics,
and finding interaction barriers are some of the factors that restrict the usefulness of voice
interfaces in group settings.
In ASR, the focus on rather constrained conditions has left gaps in more diverse settings
such as: distant speech recognition instead of single microphones; noisy environments; accented speech, non-native speech, dialectal speech and sociolinguistic factors affecting speech;
spontaneous, unplanned speech; emotional speech (including speech during stressful or
dangerous situations) and connected aspects concerning sentiments expressed (empathy);
the integration of speech technologies into collaborative environments, multiple, simultaneous speakers engaged in discussions; as well as the integration of technologies addressing
paralinguistic aspects. All of these issues warrant future attention and research.
Even more important is the lack of consideration for those users with disabilities, another
community often marginalised through advances in technology. For example, while stateof-the-art ASR systems achieve great accuracy on typical speech, they perform poorly on disordered speech and other atypical speech patterns. While on-device personalisation of ASR
recently showed promising, preliminary results in a home automation domain for users with
disordered speech (Tomanek et al., 2021), more research is required to further increase the
ASR performance for these groups of users and provide support for open conversations with
longer phrases. Text-based interactive tools or applications, such as computer-assisted language learning apps, also need to consider those students with learning disabilities such as
dyslexia or visual impairments. TTS (e. g. for screen readers) is not employed widely enough
with these users in mind.
Interoperability ensures the seamless interplay of different (natural) LT systems with respect to interfaces and data. It is often connected with the requirement of related standards
in the field. Interoperability allows easy data integration of heterogeneous data from different sources, which is a crucial task for adequate LT systems that ingest and make use of data
from relevant sources.
There has been a significant move towards open-source tooling and ease-of-sharing for
LTs (e. g. Github17 and Hugging Face18 ). As a result, many NLU system components are available for a ‘plug-and-play’ interaction with complex pipelines during software development.
This has facilitated interoperability in academic or open-source research areas. However,
at an enterprise level, in the absence of standards, interoperability can prove to be more
challenging with respect to proprietary software or data formats. Accordingly, technical solutions need to be built with investment protection and interoperability in mind. Otherwise,
risks such as vendor lock-in are likely to surface.
Additionally, official standards are important ingredients for protecting investments since
they facilitate interoperability and reuse. A special dimension related to standards concerns
conformance. “Conformance is the fulfillment of specified requirements by a product, pro17
18

https://github.com
https://huggingface.co
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cess, or service”.19 In the context of regulated industries, certification – the assignment of a
label, based on transparent testing, and compliance with conformance criteria – may need
to be considered.
Multimodal Tools
Different modalities can be combined to provide complementary information that helps to
convey information more comprehensively and effectively (Palanque and Paternò, 2012).
This convergence across modalities requires synergies from AI research fields that until now
have been conducted individually, such as NLP, ASR and computer vision. For example, TA
is not only the process of analysing a source text sentence by sentence. Rather, key pieces of
contextual information (i. e. pragmatics) such as the author, intended audience, societal factors and the purpose of communication – the interactive and communicative context – need
to also be considered. As such, there is much scope for improving contextualised and personalised analytics. Conversely, an intimate interaction of ASR, SID and TTS with downstream NLP and NLU technologies is required to allow the correct interpretation of input
so that recognition, meaning and output can be produced in a natural and correct manner.
In addition, the ever-growing demand for translation of audiovisual content over multiple delivery platforms has sparked interest in the development of MT-centric TTS and STT
applications. The New European Media Strategic Research Agenda states that in the future
AI will be used to translate speech to subtitles, text to Sign Language and Sign Language
to text (New European Media Initiative, 2020). Likewise, ST predominantly addresses the
modality of using voice for human computer interaction (HCI). This encompasses linguistic
as well as paralinguistic elements and may extend to sign language. The inclusion of gestures, facial expression, emotions or haptics as well as the generation of multimodal outputs
reflecting these elements could result in a much richer and more natural user experience
and lead to wider adoption and acceptance of ST.
Explainable AI
Interpretability is a major concern in modern AI and LT research. Data-driven approaches
such as Machine Learning (and to a greater degree, Deep Learning) have been criticised
for their ‘blackbox’ nature. That is to say, when language data is converted to numeric or
opaque vector representations in order to enable modelling or pattern inducing, it becomes
difficult to (i) assess why a model is under-performing and (ii) overtly specify processing
expectations of a system. The EU Coordinated Plan on Artificial Intelligence20 recognises this
problem and advocates the need for trustworthy AI, mainly from the perspective of the enduser. The lack of transparency makes it difficult to build trust between users and system
predictions, having negative consequences in overall technology adoption.
In cases where decisions are made based on AI model prediction, it is important that businesses can assess these models’ level of accuracy, fairness and transparency. As such, a
priority for many businesses and organisations is to build trust and confidence in these AI
models. As a result, there has been a notable increase in attention given to and demand for
Explainable AI.

19
20

https://www.w3.org/TR/qaframe-spec/#specifying-conformance
Coordinated Plan on Artificial Intelligence, COM(2018) 795 final, https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/
?uri=CELEX%3A52018DC0795
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Responsible AI
Training neural MT, TA and ST engines is resource-intensive and has a heavy carbon footprint. One area where EU laws are perhaps too relaxed is in relation to carbon emissions
in the field of AI research and development. Researchers have warned of the marginal performance gains associated with expensive compute time and non-trivial carbon emissions.
An MIT study (Strubell et al., 2019b) found that training a large AI model to handle human
language can lead to emissions of nearly 300,000 kilograms of carbon dioxide equivalent,
about five times the emissions of the average car in the US, including its manufacture. In
line with this study, Swedish researchers have forecast that data centres could account for
10% of total electricity use by 2025.21
Through the European Green Deal22 and the Horizon Europe Work Programme,23 the European Commission has committed to making “Europe the world’s first climate-neutral continent by 2050”. To achieve this, the economy must be transformed with the aim of climate
neutrality. More efficient AI infrastructure can help in reducing the amounts of energy that
are required for data storage and algorithm training.24
The increase in the complexity and combination of technologies and models requires a
careful balance with regard to privacy and trust. The standard today is to store audio
(voices) and text in the cloud and label them manually. Concerns have arisen regarding
trust, privacy, intrusion, eaves-dropping, or the hidden collection and use of data. These
concerns have been recognised by many actors but are only addressed to a limited degree.
This general approach raises critical privacy concerns and it has led to market and data
concentration in the hands of a few, big corporations. Dramatic improvements in speech
synthesis (Székely et al., 2019), voice cloning (Vestman et al., 2020) and speaker recognition
(Snyder et al., 2018) pose severe privacy and security threats to the users. Further work and
investigation into these topics will be necessary commercially, academically, as well as for
policy-making.
In the long run, the question will be whether any possible breaches, leaks or scandals
involving LT will erode trust to a level that users will no longer volunteer to provide their
data for training purposes (e. g. in ST, deep fakes may pose a particular risk). Of course,
the distrust will be weighed against the commodity of using certain devices and platforms
whose terms of use may simply require the user to do so.
Privacy and security also emerge as matters of utmost interest in the MT industry. Text
submitted for translation may include sensitive product or customer information and clients
are often reluctant to hand these details over to third-party technology provides, make them
available to external post-editors and even to the MT systems, which can learn from edits
made to the raw output. The partial understanding of how MT works and the unclear legal
rights, obligations and consequences of misuse have clients seeking solutions backed with
specific privacy and security functionalities.
2.2.3 Benchmarking
Benchmarking is the practice of establishing an evaluation reference point against which
the performance of a system can be measured. Benchmarking campaigns, evaluation campaigns and shared tasks have the common objective of establishing standard datasets on
21

22
23
24

Strubell et al. (2019b) recommend that time spent retraining should be reported for NLP learning models and
that researchers should prioritise developing efficient models and hardware. The EU has the opportunity to be
a pioneer in training and developing green LT by following and enforcing these recommendations.
https://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/priorities-2019-2024/european-green-deal_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/research-and-innovation/funding/funding-opportunities/funding-programmes-andopen-calls/horizon-europe_en
See for example https://ec.europa.eu/research-and-innovation/en/horizon-magazine/ai-can-help-us-fightclimate-change-it-has-energy-problem-too
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which systems can be evaluated, establishing appropriate evaluation metrics and providing ‘leaderboard’ reports on best-performing systems so as to identify state-of-the-art (SOTA)
performance. Current benchmarking presents issues across all areas of speech and language
technologies.
In academia, benchmarking is mainly used as a way to advance research (leaderboarddriven), while for industry it is a way to determine the technical or market readiness of a
product. Moreover, savvy customers in this space will often set minimum accuracy scores
in terms of the quality of the systems they require. With respect to TA, while metrics and
benchmarks exist for various sub-fields, it is often difficult for users or buyers to determine
how well their own content is or could be processed. Similarly, certain tasks are notoriously
difficult to establish benchmarks for, such as information retrieval. In terms of the nature of
datasets used in benchmarking, businesses require realistic data. Some evaluation datasets
are also often criticised in academic shared tasks, where they are sometimes referred to as
“toy” examples that are not applicable to real-world problems.
In particular, there is still a lack of agreement within the MT community on a single metric which can be used universally to assess the quality of MT engines prior to deployment.
The community still relies to a large extent on one of the first automatic metrics, Bilingual
Evaluation Understudy (Papineni et al., 2002), and there is a noticeable reluctance to abandon this measure despite a large body of research pointing out its drawbacks (Mathur et al.,
2020; Kocmi et al., 2021). Future systems should be evaluated by new automatic metrics
which represent better approximations of human judgments and also ideally abandon the
dependence on single human reference translations, which is a serious limitation.
The single most frequently mentioned hindering factor for the broad adoption of speech
technology is accuracy. The perceived accuracy and its exact meaning have changed dramatically – from individual words being misrecognised to intentions not correctly interpreted
in complex situations, with accuracy reaching well beyond the actual accuracy of ASR only,
regarding it in a more comprehensive and embedded manner. Whereas Word-Error-Rate
(WER) as an evaluation measure has had its merits to measure progress in ASR (and still
does so), more comprehensive approaches to measuring the impact of ASR performance
on downstream tasks and actual deployments may require novel approaches. WER alone
clearly does not provide the full picture when it comes to the perceived performance and usability of complete systems comprising several kinds of speech and language technologies.
Similarly, the availability of proofing tools also influences a society or community’s connectedness. While speech technology is becoming more prevalent in Business to Business
(B2B) and Business to Customer (B2C) interactions, much of our personal interactions with
each other still rely on language technologies that facilitate written communication (e. g.,
emails, online social networks, instant messengers, chat rooms, etc). As this continues to
be the trend, we can see clearly how, through the lack of basic technological support, a language community could not continue forging or strengthening these connections through
their own language. Such scenarios inevitably leads to disconnect and possible divide.
2.2.4 Expertise Gap
A significant gap, concerning all areas of speech and language processing, is the scarcity of
trained personnel and expertise, as well as the risk of losing emerging talent to innovative
power-players outside of Europe (with possibilities and salaries which can generally not be
matched by European players). Indeed, with respect to multimodal approaches, there is
a demand for those with blended expertise. As is the case for the field of computational
linguistics, such interdisciplinary fields of research require a broad amount of knowledge
and expertise. As such, traditional silos of learning (e. g. third level institutions, training
programmes) will need to adapt and expand. Therefore, respective educational programs in
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LTs form the foundation for future European success in these areas and may hinder it if not
appropriately established and strengthened.
Today, most work in the ML-driven LT ecosystem requires expert-level skills in the realm
of tools related to data management, data science and NLP processing. This creates bottlenecks since it does not allow domain experts (e. g. experts in finance) to become actively
involved without rather extensive tool training, and without the need for understanding the
underlying technology. The ‘design’ of this ecosystem also causes overhead and delays since
work between tool experts (e. g. data scientists) and domain experts needs to be coordinated.
As such, only 1 in 10 enterprises feel they have a competent approach to mining data, which
ultimately hampers AI efforts. A shortage of AI skills and risk managers’ lack of familiarity
with the technology increase the risk.

2.3 Contributions to Society, Demands and Issues
With the democratisation of AI and the development of accurate and smart solutions that
communicate with users in natural language, AI technologies already impact business activities, society and individual users’ lives. From an economic perspective, Gartner (November,
2021) forecasts the worldwide artificial intelligence (AI) software revenue to total $62.5 billion in 2022, an increase of 21.3% from 2021.25 With respect to areas of high impact, the
top five use-case categories for AI software spending, according to Gartner, in 2022 will
be knowledge management, virtual assistants, autonomous vehicles, digital workplace and
crowdsourced data.
Intelligent, AI-based, virtual assistants are already in demand in the digital market and
use of them in the workplace is growing. Gartner (August, 2020) predicts that by 2025, 50%
of knowledge workers will use a virtual assistant on a daily basis, up from 2% in 2019. For
public sector and businesses this means an opportunity to use an intelligent virtual assistant
technology to take care of more repetitive and auxiliary business processes. By 2030, Gartner
predicts that the decision support/augmentation will be the largest type of AI accounting for
44% of business value, while agents representing 24%.26 These predictions of course only
hold for countries with lesser-spoken languages if the technology is there to support them. If
not, it is evident how an economic divide will emerge, as countries with sufficient language
technologies will gain advantage.
The following summarises the ways in which language technologies already play a central
role in our daily lives and how they can have a positive impact on governments, businesses
and consumers. Also highlighted are the negative impacts that the lack of such technology
will eventually have on societies and economies that may be digitally left behind, as well as
the unintended side effects of AI-driven LT.
Government Affairs and Public Services
Today, many government organisations already apply LT solutions to help them deliver efficient public services and improve governance. According to the Gartner Digital Transformation Divergence Across Government Sectors survey27 chatbots are leading the way in
government AI technology adoption – 26% of government respondents reported that they
have already deployed them, while 59% are planning to have deployed them within the next
25
26
27

https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2021-11-22-gartner-forecasts-worldwide-artificialintelligence-software-market-to-reach-62-billion-in-2022
https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2019-08-05-gartner-says-ai-augmentation-will-create2point9-trillion-of-business-value-in-2021
https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2021-10-05-gartner-says-government-organizationsare-increasing-
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three years. In the case of machine learning-supported data mining – only 16% have currently deployed it with a further 69% planning to do so within the next three years.
In the case of government organisations, one of the key challenges faced is obtaining relevant information from huge volumes of unstructured text. In these cases, LT can be used
to: help to solve routine tasks (e. g., with help of virtual assistants many common citizen
information-related questions could be answered without human intervention), improve
public services (e. g., through analysis of public feedback or engagement), assist process analysis (e. g., identifying potential risks, investigating or enhancing policy analysis) or even address critical government issues.
Public administrations across Europe have large translation demands, as demonstrated
by the extensive translation data collection of the ELRC (Berzins et al., 2019) over the past
several years. MT is therefore imperative as a support tool in such professional translation
settings for ensuring such translation demands are met.
Likewise, the COVID-19 pandemic showed a clear need for a multilingual and crosslingual
information sharing. In such crisis time, communities that do not adequately understand or
speak the major or official national languages are easily excluded from latest information
updates (e. g. availability of vaccines or specific medication). This lack of information can
lead to grounds for misinformation, toxic content and bias to grow.
From the perspective of national security and integrity, LT is often employed to flag or
identify possible risks that can be detected in written format. National concerns such as
threats to national security, money-laundering and people-trafficking are often intercepted
through advanced technology in this space. When relevant documents or audio/visual recordings are in a technologically unsupported language however, such instances of national interest remain undetected.
Similarly, new advances have been made in event detection, based on what is being reported in real time in social media by citizens and eye-witnesses (e. g., natural disasters, accidents), supporting information gathering for first responders, governments and newsrooms.
Of course, this analysis on large amounts of data is only possible for the content in languages
that are supported sufficiently through LT. Where a language is not supported, any relevant
content written in that language is therefore disregarded and rendered unusable.
Courts and criminal justice systems are now benefiting from multimodal approaches to
content retrieval combining speech processing and NLU to assist in the discovery of evidence
amongst large amounts of unstructured audio and video content. Inequalities are likely to
arise in the legal system however, as processing times will improve only for those whose
languages are suitably supported through these technologies.
Sentiment analysis of online political commentary (e. g. news articles, social media, etc.)
is often used by governments and political parties to gauge their popularity based on the
electorate’s opinions online (i. e., what is being said about them). In addition and true to
predictions28 that the future of government service ratings would lie in the hands of sentiment mining, the UK is one such example of a government who has embraced the power of
topic modelling and sentiment analysis to analyse the feedback provided by citizens in their
GOV.UK website.29 Similarly, online data mining is often used as a technique for predicting
election outcomes. However, in a multilingual society, only the opinions or comments of
those in the technologically supported languages will be represented. In other words, the
voices of many will be left unheard, unrepresented and unaccounted for.

28
29

https://datasmart.ash.harvard.edu/news/article/from-comment-cards-to-sentiment-mining-301
https://dataingovernment.blog.gov.uk/2016/11/09/understanding-more-from-user-feedback/
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Business and Consumer Benefits
From an EU Digital Single Market perspective, the importance of being able to reach wider
markets and consumer bases through the use of machine translation should not be underestimated. Nor should the importance of effective multilingual online dispute resolution.
Additionally, all European economies have seen a shift towards eCommerce in the past
several years. This shift has benefited both businesses (wider market reach) and consumers
(convenience and more choice). TA plays an important role in supporting both parties. From
a commercial perspective, businesses no longer need to conduct market research polls to
gauge customer satisfaction. Instead they can use sentiment analysis to assess online reviews, mentions in social media and customer feedback forms. Personalised advertisement
also helps to find the right potential customer base.
From a customer’s perspective, more efficient customer service (through chatbots, virtual
assistants or automatically generated FAQ sections) makes buyer-seller interactions more
seamless. Multilingual systems widens these benefits even further. Effective online search
through product websites is also supported through TA and MT.
It is clear therefore, that for economies and societies to grow and evolve at the same pace,
they need equal access to such advancements in LT.
A further economical aspect concerns the impact of LT on automation of tasks and as a consequence on the job market as a whole. As technologies such as chatbots are being adopted
in pursuit of efficiency, they also perform an increasing number of tasks previously reserved
for humans. LT and AI thus blur the boundary between humans and technology, leading to
shifts in jobs and entire industries. Clearly, a message of cooperation and support rather
than of rivalry and replacement needs to be communicated and acted upon.
Education
School-based learning and education is changing rapidly in terms of technological support.
In many learning environments, there is a shift away from the traditional pencil and copybook approach towards technology supported learning. This shift is supporting learning
and growth, and ultimately improving quality of lives and leading to better societies.
For instance, Computer Assisted Language Learning (CALL) tools are increasingly employing LT to create intelligent learning support systems. For example, personalised or adaptive
learning is a technology that allows the identification of a student’s progress and gaps in
their knowledge, while adapting the curriculum, learning pace or learning goals to suit the
learner. Such adaptive learning has proven invaluable for subjects such as language learning, maths and science (Chen et al., 2021).
In bilingual countries there is often a more dominant language that influences the language medium through which education is offered across society. In these cases, language
immersion schools are also offered to those who, instead, want their children to receive
an education through their mother tongue. While these lesser-spoken-language medium
schools are key to ensuring continued use of the language across generations, the availability or lack of language technology to support learning could eventually create a divide in
the levels of education on offer to citizens within regions or states, contributing further to
inequalities.
Likewise, a major challenge for assessing large groups of students is the ability to track
their learning progress. Learning progress analytics is being made possible through TA
and NLU, in settings such as automatic scoring as applied to English content in the US.30 Very
little research has progressed to market for these types of applications for other languages.

30

https://www.ets.org
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Disability and Special Needs Support
Text-to-speech (TTS) is considered assistive technology and as such, it may contribute to better integrating into society people with visual impairments and learning disabilities such
as dyslexia. By developing robust systems capable of reading any text from any source,
including books, websites and social media, these people would be able to enjoy the same
advantages as any person without a disability. It facilitates equal access to education for
people with visual and learning disabilities as well as for foreigners who may struggle with
the language. In addition, it can contribute to the integration of immigrants into society by
making it easier for them to learn the local language, as TTS allows one to listen to words and
sentences while reading them. TTS can also help people with literacy issues and pre-literate
children learn to speak and access contents presented in written form.
Another contribution of TTS to society relates to orally impaired people, where technology
is able to provide a voice for those who have lost their own. Synthetic voices can be personalised so they suit the characteristics desired by each user, by applying speaker adaptation
techniques. It is even possible to generate synthetic voices that can reproduce the sound of
the voice the person had before they lost it is possible, provided recordings are available.
This way individuals can speak with synthetic voices that match their personality and character instead of using the standard voices provided by default by companies.
Ethical Implications for Society
As discussed in Section 2.2, while advances in LTs are considerably improving our lives, some
technologies also carry unintended hidden dark sides that can negatively impact societies.
As technologies are entering the homes and offices of users on a broad scale, an enhanced
level of attention to privacy concerns, ethics and policy is essential. Additionally, the main
applications of Automatic Speaker Verification (ASV) are the areas of access control, surveillance, forensics or voice assistants (e. g. to authorise access to resources such as a bank account or building, or detecting and identifying a wanted criminal in a collection of audio
recordings). Trust is therefore viewed as the main currency and key to the adoption and
acceptance of technologies. Scandals, data breaches and opaque behaviour on the part of ST
providers may have detrimental effects.
Current DNN based TTS systems have reached a quality level and a degree of similarity
with the voice of real people that could be used to generate deepfake voices, which could
be used as a tool for illegal activities such as committing fraud or discrediting people. New
regulations and the development of ad-hoc legislation is critical to mitigating this pernicious
effect of the TTS technology. New tools to detect and prevent speech deepfakes must be produced, and anti-spoofing techniques that discriminate synthesised from natural speech must
be developed in close collaboration with teams working in TTS.
LT and subsequent automation and multiplication of services could be beneficial for underrepresented minorities from an inclusion perspective. Parts of the population may not
have access to smart devices or not be media-literate. Language conveyed by means other
than audio (e. g. sign languages) may be at a disadvantage and technically require different
processing channels (visual processing). For speech output, powerful TTS technology ready
for use in many languages (any language) and equipped with efficient interfaces is imperative to achieve an inclusive society where everybody has equal access to information, education and communication.
A further area of concern is the extent of unlawful surveillance by governments, state
agencies or (large) corporations, infringing citizens’ rights, liberties, adversely affecting
public discourse, democratic values and influencing the political powers (Stahl, 2016). The
concerns about the extent of privacy invasion, accountability of intelligence and security
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services, the (non-)conformity of mass surveillance activities with fundamental rights (Garrido, 2021), their effects on the social fabric of nations can only be considered and analysed
jointly with the rapidly extending technological capacities, and the pervasiveness of devices
able to capture, process and transmit relevant data. The growing extent of mass surveillance
and especially its unlawful application may lead to erosion of public trust in governments
and state agencies.
Career and Growth Opportunities
The world of job-seeking and career moves has changed significantly over the past several
years. Today, in the English-speaking world at least, professional networks and job databases
such as LinkedIn have changed the way in which recruiters find potential candidates and job
seekers find potential career options. In turn, these opportunities empower and strengthen
a workforce and societies. TA and NLU are fundamental in this process and much of the
language technology powering these kind of systems is AI-driven. In many ways, they also
benefit from the power of knowledge graphs and relationship linking to enable the right
recruiters find the right candidates by matching users’ CVs to job descriptions. This provides
an advantage to both businesses and individuals.
Upskilling and re-education are also high in demand nowadays, with learning platforms
providing tailored learning based on users’ interests, previous experiences and so on. These
personalised systems are also enabled through TA technologies, matching the right courses
with the right users. Such learning platforms are therefore enabling growth and opportunity
that will improve not only the lives of individuals but also leading to wider impact at a society
level as a result of a strengthened and more skilled workforce.
In the absence of wide language support in this sphere, it is evident that only specific
language communities (including businesses and citizens alike) are set to gain advantage
through a more skilled workforce.
Digital Interaction and Connected Societies
Language support and proofing tools (e. g., spell-checker, grammar-checker, auto-correct,
predictive text) facilitate efficient and seamless creation of digital text content. Today, it is
unusual to find (for English at least) a platform or application that does not provide such
language support (e. g., customer review forms, micro-blogging platforms such as Twitter,
blogs, messenger tools, etc.). As such, they are often viewed as fundamental requirements
for any text-based content creation technology. However, very often such support does not
extend to other languages. Consider the simple examples where a user attempts to write
content in their own language but their words are instead “auto-corrected” to a word in another supported language or underlined in red as a typo or invalid word. This is a frequent
occurrence and challenge for speakers of minority languages. In such cases, one of two outcomes occur: (1) over time, users will default to writing in another supported language (if
they can speak one) or (2) they will stop using the technology. In the case of (1), this is a clear
step towards language shift and eventual language decline, particularly amongst younger
generations. In the case of (2), this creates a divide in levels of accessibility and usability
across language communities.
Health
According to the Health Europa,31 virtual cognitive assistants could drastically reduce the
administrative burden and lead to improved patient experience and health outcomes. Al31

https://www.healtheuropa.eu/patient-experience-virtual-cognitive-assistants/91679/
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ready in the medical industry we can see investment in cognitive agents like virtual medical
billing assistants, virtual radiology assistants, virtual plan of care assistants, virtual medical
testing assistants, etc.32
According to Research And Markets,33 the virtual medical assistant market is expected to
grow from $1.1 billion in 2021 to $6.0 billion by 2026. The smart speakers segment of the
healthcare virtual assistants market should grow from $813.1 million in 2021 to $4.4 billion
by 2026, while chatbot segment – from $317.3 million in 2021 to $1.6 billion by 2025.
At the height of the COVID-19 pandemic, the role of virtual assistants increased in the medical domain, since virtual assistants were able to provide the public with convenient and fast
access to trustworthy information such as the latest regional, national and international illness statistics, relevant contact information including information hotline numbers, information about the virus, border crossing, the nearest analysis delivery points, how to act in
various situations etc.
Integrated with virtual assistants, TTS systems are able to provide support to the elderly,
assisting them with reminders of appointments and medication needs, providing them access to online information and improving both their ability to live by themselves and strengthen their autonomy. Studies have already shown that this technology can also benefit any
individual living alone by allowing them to have conversations and being a kind of social
companion, helping to reduce loneliness (e. g., Zsiga et al., 2018; Cooper et al., 2020). Similarly, ST applications in health and elderly care technologies enable interventions to be
triggered by the detection of certain emotional states in users’ voices. Furthermore, ST can
prove helpful for ageing populations with degrading eyesight.
Multilingual and cross-lingual text analytic tools for medical domain can also help in knowledge transfer, fact finding and fast solution finding when rare and less common information
is necessary. This is particularly relevant if solution needs to be provided in urgent situations, where immediate response is crucial.
A growing area of research and development in the health domain is the emergence of
medical transcription tools that will support doctor-patient interactions. Research has
shown that these interactions lack in terms of the attention the doctor can spend engaging with the patient face-to-face, due to the overhead of note-taking. Medical transcription
or scribe tools, using a combination of speech and NLU technologies, are being introduced
to improve this interaction and also make note-taking more consistent and structured. The
quality of the data then captured through these tools will further lead to improvements in
healthcare. Societies and language communities that do not have technologies to support
their local language will not benefit from these advances in the health sector.
All of the above raises the following questions:
• Will the commercially important languages continue to stay ahead of the majority of
languages in the long run?
• What impact will this have on speakers of such smaller (lesser spoken) languages?
• Will a lack of commercial interest in such “small languages”, also translate to a lack of
improvements and innovation in these communities and societies?
• How much will the imbalance between language support cause language shift where
speakers choose to use English (or another major language) as this might provide a
better experience instead?
• Will the digital footprint of minor languages be reduced to a minimum and eventually
be marginalised?
32
33

A Review of Cognitive Assistants for Healthcare is recently published by Preum et al. (2021)
ResearchAndMarkets.com
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• Will these marginalised linguistic communities lose out on the advances (through LT) in
their education, health, economies, public sectors and general societal improvements?

3 The LT Technological Landscape in 2030
3.1 The Vision
The ELE Programme, in the form of the SRIA as well as a roadmap, conceptualised by the ELE
consortium, will serve as a blueprint for achieving full DLE in Europe. The current scientific
goal envisioned for 2030 is Deep Natural Language Understanding. Human languages are incredibly complex. We do not yet have algorithms or machines that are able to accurately and
seamlessly integrate modalities, situational and linguistic context, general knowledge, reasoning, emotion, irony, sarcasm, humour, metaphors, culture, explain themselves at request,
or that are able to do all of this as required on the fly and at scale reliably across domains
for the many languages of Europe and beyond. All of these bear on and are the hallmarks
of truly deep language processing. Deep understanding is understood in the sense that the
resulting application using LT is able to explain itself: why did it make the decision it made
given the linguistic context, the situational context (across modalities), linguistic knowledge,
world knowledge etc.
Since 2010, the topic has been receiving more and more attention, recently also increasingly on a political level. In 2017, the study “Language Equality in the Digital Age – Towards
a Human Language Project”, commissioned by the European Parliament’s Science and Technology Options Assessment Committee (STOA), concluded that the topics of LT and multilingualism are not adequately considered in current EU policies (STOA, 2017).
Over the coming years, AI is expected to transform not only every industry but society as
a whole. The scientific and technological roots of LT are deeply embedded in AI and Computational Linguistics, especially with regard to the development of knowledge-based systems
for language understanding. LT and NLP are, by now, considered important driving forces.
An increasing number of researchers perceive full language understanding to be the next
barrier and one of the ultimate goals of the next generation of innovative AI technologies
(STOA, 2017). The European Parliament adopted, on 11 September 2018, with a landslide
majority of 592 votes in favour, a resolution on “language equality in the digital age” that
also includes the suggestion to intensify research and funding to achieve Deep Natural Language Understanding (European Parliament, 2018).
Both the STOA Report and the EP Resolution emphasise that there is an enormous need for
a large-scale, multidisciplinary LT development and deployment programme that benefits
European society, industry and politics. The opportunities of developing technologies for
cross-cultural communication in Europe, and beyond, are almost endless.
Various internal and external consultations and surveys conducted by the ELE consortium
have confirmed that there is still a huge gap between the LT support for English and the
other European languages, with dramatic differences in several cases. Even though there is
an increased interest in bridging this gap and in expanding technological support to more
languages, limited funding, uneven demand and various obstacles with regard to available
resources make it a very challenging endeavour. Basic research is still urgently needed. The
fragmentation of the LT industry remains a serious hindrance. At the same time, the last
decade has seen progress on a larger scale than could have been imagined 10 years ago.
Many experts highlight European excellence, also on a global level and consider leadership
in LT and language-centric AI to be possible if the necessary conditions are created by political decision-makers (Way et al., 2022).
While the goal of Deep NLU by 2030 is ambitious, it can be reached by setting up a shared
programme between the EU, the Member States, local/regional authorities and other stake-
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holders, including industry. It must necessarily include a balanced mix of basic research,
applied research, technology development, resource development, innovation and commercialisation; education and talent retention must be taken into account, too, to ensure longterm sustainability. The programme should run for at least ten years, so that the political and
societal goal as well as the scientific goal can be adequately addressed. Public procurement
and a policy change towards “LT enabled multilingualism” are crucial related aspects.

3.2 Priority Research Themes: Towards Deep Natural Language
Understanding
The ELE industry partners generated, in various focus groups, four technology reports to
illustrate the demands, wishes and visions of the European industry in a structured way.
These deep dives were compiled for the fields of Machine Translation, Text Processing and
Text Analytics, Spoken Language Research and Applications as well as Data and Knowledge
Resources. They offer in-depth and up-to-date analyses of their respective areas.
3.2.1 Multilingualism and Machine Translation
Machine Translation (MT) is one of the most traditional LT applications, which has been
researched for more than 70 years now. It has been analysed, criticised and praised from
different perspectives and in different contexts.
Today translation technologies are widely used the by the general public, public sector and
government agencies, SMEs, LSPs and many other industries where generating and consuming high-quality multilingual content is indispensable. The use of translation technology will
definitely continue growing, covering new application areas (e. g., Internet of Things, smart
homes etc.), markets, supporting Europe’s Digital Single Market and language equality.
With the help of neural networks, MT has recently improved significantly in its quality,
consistency and productivity for an ever increasing range of language combinations and domains. However, in many cases the focus of new technologies is still on big, fully-resourced
languages, in particular English, thus limiting diversity and reinforcing already-existing disparities. At the same time the neural network techniques have opened the path to developing
a universal translation engine aiming to translate between any language pair with help of a
single model. The application of neural networks to MT allows also to forego the independence constraints and move towards context-aware methodologies in MT. A novel approach
attracting the attention of many researchers is unsupervised MT, where monolingual data
suffices to build a working system. While much work remains to be done in this area, it
emerges as one of the key pillars to drive language equality.
An important aspect for language equality that deserves special attention is the availability
of data necessary for MT training and methods allowing to overcome data scarcity for lessand low-resourced languages and domains.
Needed breakthroughs include explainability, contextualisation, data collection and EU
policies, focusing on carbon-neutral and trustworthy AI.
Training neural MT engines is resource-intensive, requires massive infrastructure and has
a heavy carbon footprint. By developing efficient models and hardware, the EU has the opportunity to be a pioneer in training and developing green LTs (Bērziņš et al., 2022).
Many current LTs process sentences in isolation, typically ignoring the previous and subsequent parts of the text. However, a text is more than a random collection of juxtaposed
sentences. Today’s LTs also have limited capabilities related to meaning and intent. They also
hardly consider colloquial language and often cannot resolve references or draw inferences.
Next-generation LTs should feature contextualised, adaptive, multi-modal, knowledge-rich,
genuine semantic understanding, including pragmatic interpretation.
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In terms of core technology, evaluation methodologies, metrics and data for training and
evaluation, MT needs NLP that goes beyond traditional capabilities such as detection of terms
/ keywords / labels, entities, relations, and sentiments. These capabilities – amongst others
referred to as Deep NLU – will, in the context of MT, solve shortcomings that clearly identify
MT output as being generated by a machine. There are long lists of those, but as examples,
the following can be named:
• awareness of context and ability to consider annotations/metadata;
• output faithful to the intended communication purpose;
• take translation purpose/specifications/requirements into account;
• explain text rather than translating it, reflecting cultural diversity between the source
and target languages and users;
• show empathy with the reader/listener when necessary and appropriate.
3.2.2 Text Processing and Text Analytics
Text Processing and Analytics tools aim to process unstructured text and to extract knowledge or meaningful information and insights from text sources supporting strategic decisions in different contexts. Tools have been in the market for several years and have proved
useful to extract meaningful information and insights from documents, web pages and social
media feeds etc. Text analysis processes are designed to gain knowledge and support strategic decision-making that leverages the information contained in the text. Typically, such a
process starts by extracting relevant data from text that later is used in analytics engines to
derive additional insights. Nowadays text analysts have a wide range of accurate features
available to them to help recognise and explore patterns, while interacting with large document collections.
The success of deep learning has caused a noticeable shift from knowledge-based and
human-engineered methods to data-driven architectures in text processing. The text analytics industry has embraced this technology and hybrid tools are incipiently emerging nowadays.
While the progress made in the last years is undeniably impressive, we are still far from
having perfect text analytics and natural language understanding tools that provide appropriate coverage to all European languages, particularly to minority and regional languages
(Gomez-Perez et al., 2022).
3.2.3 Spoken Language Research and Applications
Speech – as the most spontaneous and natural manner for humans to interact with each
other and ideally also with computers – has always attracted enormous interest in academia
and the industry. Speech Technologies (ST) have consequently been the focus of a multitude
of research and commercial activities over the past decades. From humble beginnings in the
1950s, they have come a long way to the current state-of-the-art, deep-neural-network (DNN)
based approaches.
Especially over the past couple of decades, ST have evolved dramatically and become omnipresent in many areas of human-machine interaction. Embedded into the wider fields of
AI and NLP, the expansion and scope of ST and their applications have accelerated further
and gained considerable momentum. In recent years, these trends were paired with the
ongoing, profound paradigm shift related to the rise of various data-driven models.
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Current technologies often require the presence of large amounts of data to train systems
and create corresponding models. Despite the lack of massive volumes of training material (e. g., transcribed speech in case of ASR or annotated audio for TTS), recent advances
in ML and ST have begun to enable the creation of models also for less common languages.
These approaches however are generally more complex, expensive and less suitable for wide
adoption. While recently presented results indicate that novel approaches could indeed be
applied to address some of the challenges related to the creation of models for low-resourced
languages, the scope of their application and inherent limitations are still the subject of ongoing research (Backfried et al., 2022).
3.2.4 Data and Knowledge Resources
LT requires a range of specific language data resources that can be used to develop working
monolingual, multilingual and cross-lingual applications.
While the acquisition, filtering, cleaning, annotation and preservation of language resources might seem a necessary, but methodologically known task, it is in fact the opposite. With
the growing number of areas where LTs are used and applied, the need for specific data in
specific domains and for specific purposes is also growing.
This is true for all types of language resources: monolingual corpora, bilingual/multilingual
corpora (including parallel and/or comparable), monolingual/multilingual lexical and terminological resources. In addition, the growing number of applications generates the need to
annotate data for very specific tasks, at least in reasonable quantities, even if the existence
of large language models might help here.
Research is thus needed to find faster, cheaper, more reliable and if possible massively
multilingual methods and procedures that will generate the necessary datasets in a short
time and in good quality. This of course goes hand in hand with fundamental research on
language models and in general on Deep Learning, since progress there can change the need
for data in volume, annotation and other aspects.
In addition, the will be more need for LRs combined with image, video, gesture, facial
expression and possibly other types of modalities.

4 The Path to Digital Language Equality in 2030:
Recommendations
4.1 Overview
The main political and societal goal of the ELE project is the development of a plan to achieve
DLE in Europe by 2030. The “working” scientific vision is “Deep Natural Language Understanding by 2030”. Its implementation is being discussed and consolidated with the ELE
community and will underpin the SRIA and Roadmap produced by the project. This important process has been based on and inspired by, in particular, the analysis of the current
state of technology support for Europe’s languages and the identification of gaps and issues
with regard to LT.
Independent of a specific technology area, two points are particularly critical to achieve
DLE in Europe by 2030:
• Neural language models and related techniques are key to sustain progress in LTs.
Therefore, being able to build neural language models for other languages with the
same quality as English is key for language equality;
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• Multilingual data is the key element to train such models in a variety of languages. We
should not take for granted that large amounts of publicly available corpora of good
quality can be readily obtained for all European languages, rather the contrary. The
effort to ensure that all languages have large amounts of publicly available corpora of
good quality, taking into account fairness issues, should be at the center of any future
efforts towards DLE.

4.2 Survey Results and Recommendations
In order to achieve DLE, there are many aspects that need to be considered. Depending on
the context of individuals or groups, different aspects are particularly relevant along the
way. Notwithstanding the large consortium of this project, without the inclusion of external stakeholders, important aspects for the journey might not be sufficiently considered. To
ensure that our 2030 vision includes as many perspectives as possible, we conducted and
analysed three large-scale surveys for the target groups of LT developers, LT users, and LT
consumers. In these, participants were asked about their opinions, perspectives, and their
needs regarding LTs and DLE. In the following sections, the participants’ recommendations
for achieving DLE in 2030 are presented.
4.2.1 LT Developers Survey
The European LT developers community is composed of industry and research. Besides this
distinction, the development of LTs crosses different disciplines, such as Computational Linguistics, Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence, resulting in a diverse group of stakeholders. From this heterogeneous group, 321 respondents from 223 different organisations
participated in the survey. Academic institutions are represented with 73%, while private
companies constitute 22% (the remaining 5% belong to the group ”Other”). Moreover, the
organisations represented 32 different countries, covering all EU member states and other
European countries. Further information about the study was published in Deliverable 2.17
(Way et al., 2022).
Regarding the predictions and visions for the future, the participants named several times
the availability of resources. All European languages should be supported by a critical mass
of resources in different domains for free or at a reasonable cost by 2030, as these are needed
for the development of LTs. LT developers want to work intensively in the next years on the
automation of data collection, annotation and curation and on the problem of data bias.
Therefore, we expect the situation regarding language data to be significantly improved by
2030. Additionally, the participants envisioned a development in the next years solving the
step from language processing to language understanding to enable seamless human-like
interaction for all Europeans in their own language.
Important instruments helping to achieve DLE in 2030 were considered to be long-term
programmes enabling the needed groundbreaking research in the direction of language understanding, and investment in already existing research infrastructures supporting LTs.
Recommendations regarding the technological level stressed the investment in the development of new methodologies for transfer/adaption of resources/technologies to other domains
or languages as an effective measure to boost less supported languages. Given the many
gaps that need to be filled, most of the participants would appreciate an increase of qualified
LT personnel and incentives for talent retention. The funding instruments of the last years
helped to establish Europe in the LT field. Further investments in the next years are needed
in all domains, especially in the basic research and not only in the applied aspects of LT.
Some participants also would like to provide incentives to language communities that strive
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to preserve their language. Research collaboration with the industry should be further supported, with ideally less bureaucracy to ease the inclusion of small companies. In order for
an increased visibility of the local industry and a better collaboration between the communities in the different countries, national centres of excellence in LT were considered to be
critically important. Regulatory documents such as guidelines or recommendations, e. g. the
FAIR principles, are an important instrument for driving research and development in the
right direction. These should be increasingly implemented and expanded. The creation of
such a document could have positive effects in some areas, as content accessibility regulations for multimedia creation. Awareness raising in the community of LT researchers and
developers was considered another important point towards DLE. Besides this, increased incentivising for journals and conferences dedicated to less supported languages is considered
necessary. Finally, social and linguistic diversity are strongly connected. Therefore, actions
towards social diversity, like large-scale policies against racism and discrimination, will have
an impact on the development of LTs and LRs, as the need for multilingual resources and
tools will also rise.
The most important aspect for the future steps in Europe is that the resources and tools will
strictly adhere to key European values such as privacy, transferability, fairness, diversity,
openness, transparency and accountability, public wealth, individual rights and collective
purposes (Way et al., 2022).
4.2.2 Users Survey
The LT users and consumers consist of professionals and communities that use LT on a regular basis. Various stakeholders from this group were surveyed in order to collect data for
an analysis of the level of technological support for the EU official languages and EU lesserused languages. This survey received a total of 246 responses from professionals working
in a diverse range of sectors and activities. Most of the respondents work in the Education and Research sector with 130 responses (53%) out of 246, that is, most respondents
were researchers, university professors, assistant professors, lecturers or held other academic positions. The survey was also filled out by representatives of NGOs, large enterprises,
SMEs, government departments and independent contractors and consultants in diverse economic sectors. The 15 (6%) respondents who selected the option “other” represented nongovernmental bodies, non-profit organisations, public sector organisations, social organisations and independent government departments.
Respondents were based mainly in European countries, although some participants indicated that they were based outside Europe such as United States of America and Republic
of Congo. In Europe, the most represented countries were Croatia (33 responses), Spain (23
responses), the UK (23 responses), Ireland (17 responses) and Germany (16 responses). Detailed figures can be found in Deliverable D2.17.
The survey showed that 74% of the respondents work with English, which is followed by
a well-balanced group of languages composed by German, French and Spanish. In relation
to other European languages, respondents mentioned Basque, Catalan, Macedonian, Luxembourgish, Moldovan, Welsh and Galician. 50 respondents (20%) indicated that they plan
to work with additional languages, most often English, German, Spanish and French. Thus,
the survey shows that in a multilingual and multicultural Europe, most minority, regional,
lesser-used languages are disregarded either for not being commercially interesting or simply for lack of institutional investment and engagement. Detailed figures can be found in
Deliverable D2.17.
Regarding the evaluation of the current situation, the survey showed that English is the
best supported language, followed by German, French and Spanish. In relation to the most
used tools, the survey results revealed that the most used LT tools in EU official languages
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are translation tools, followed by proofing tools, search engines, and language learning tools.
Search engines are less likely to be used in minority, regional, lesser-used languages due to
poor performance.
The survey also showed that respondents perceive gaps in the tools they use. The most
common gaps perceived are in relation to the amount and variety of applications available. Within this group of responses, this gap was more frequently perceived by respondents
working with LTs in Estonian (100% of respondents), Maltese (86% of respondents), Latvian
(83% of respondents), Bulgarian (72% of respondents), Czech (67% of respondents), Slovak
(58% of respondents), Irish (56% of respondents) and Romanian (50% of respondents). In
contrast, for English, this gap is only perceived by 4% of respondents, German 10%, French
10%, Spanish 11% and Italian 14%. Gaps in the quality of available applications were more
frequently perceived by respondents using LT tools in Icelandic, Maltese, Croatian and Bulgarian, but less perceived by respondents using LT tools in Italian and English. Gaps in the
variety of linguistic phenomena covered by the tools were perceived by 50% of respondents
using them in Icelandic, 43% in Maltese and 39% in Irish, but this gap was only perceived by
1.9% of respondents for English.
The responses to the open-ended questions show that the LT users and consumers wish to
increase the variety of tools and resources available for minority, regional, lesser-used languages. Respondents indicated several things they would like to see in a tool that would make
LT more useful in their work. For instance, respondents wish for higher-quality tools for certain languages such as “better parsing of Danish than currently available” or the availability
of tools that do not yet exist for some languages but exist for other languages such as “speech
recognition for Welsh”, “speech recognition for Catalan, better grammar checking for Catalan”, “free spell check for Irish”, “more reliable speech recognition, information extraction,
summarisation, semantic parsing and semantic search for Greek”, “A good Georgian-English
Translator” and ”better MT for Croatian language”. A further problem related to this is
the documentation for the language technology only being available in English for many
of these existing language tools. The lack of open-source language tools and language resources (language learning materials, school books, open-source dictionaries, translations
resources, stop words, stemmers, written documents, audio data or spell checkers) – which
is especially true for minority, regional, lesser-used languages – has also been mentioned
by the respondents as a serious hindrance for reaching more digital equality for languages
in Europe. Another gap identified was the insufficient long-term funding for projects and
institutions (e. g., libraries) working with regional and minority language.
Some visions that the respondents formulated concerned multilingual translation tools
(translating into multiple languages at once) or real-time collaborative translation tools that
allow speakers of different languages to work together on one text. Furthermore, a linked
open data environment for lexicographic data could allow for stronger links and translations
from one minority, regional, lesser-used languages to another.
The most important finding of this survey is the respondents’ concern regarding the differences in technological support between European languages, specifically the poor technological support of minority, regional and lesser-used languages. As we could see from the
findings described, there is a huge gap in support between the European Languages which
are reflected in terms of differences in performance of tools across languages as well as in
terms of lack of availability of tools for certain low-resource languages. Thus, the results
show that, in order to achieve full DLE as a crucial step to maintain linguistic diversity, the
survey shows the necessity for action and an implementation agenda with the objective of
fostering and supporting a multilingual and linguistically inclusive Europe that brings solutions to all European citizens.
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4.2.3 EU Citizen Survey
In addition to the survey targeting representatives of LT developers and LT consumers, the
ELE consortium also organised the EU Citizen Survey with the aim of taking into account
the opinions, individual needs, wishes and demands of Europe’s citizens. The preliminary
results were collected in 28 European countries with the help of a service provider in 28 languages. Table 1 shows all countries where the European Citizens Survey was disseminated,
the sample size per country and the sample size per language.
Although the at the time of writing the survey has not yet closed, the preliminary results
with 18,963 responses collected via a service provider (see Table 2 in Appendix 5.6), overall, the survey shows that the most frequently used languages appear to be English, German
and French. These languages appear to be frequently used even in non-English, non-French
and non-German speaking countries. Results also show that the top three most used LT tools
are MT, search tools and proofing tools and those are the most well evaluated tools in terms
of performance – this result is consistent across all languages included in this sample. Automatic subtitling tools are also among the most well evaluated tools in four languages, namely,
Hungarian, Serbian, Lithuanian and Dutch. The results also show that these three most used
tools are also the top rated tools in a 5-point scale.
The survey also asked respondents to indicate why certain tools are used with certain languages but not with other languages. The most selected response for the question “what
holds you back from using these tools?” was the lack of available tools. This option was
more frequently selected by respondents that use LTs in Valencian/Catalan, Czech, Bulgarian, Slovenian, Polish to name a few languages. Regarding future demands, the survey shows
that personal assistant tools are the most desired tool for the future in many European languages (e. g. Bulgarian, Croatian, Czech, Hungarian and Lithuanian). These results suggest
that personal assistant tools such as Alexa or Siri are not available in certain languages or,
if available, they are not yet frequently used in many European languages. Thus, the survey
shows that there is currently a high demand for the use of these tools in the (near) future.
In the last section of the survey, respondents were requested to select the top 3 advantages
of improving apps and tools for all languages. The preliminary results show that the top 3
advantages in respondents’ opinions are “to increase peoples’ exposure to these languages”
with 8828 responses (close to 50% of the total sample); the second advantage in respondents’
opinions is “to improve communication between speakers of different languages” with 8,538
responses (48%); and, finally, “increase the number of speakers of languages, including minority and regional languages” with 7,112 responses (40%).
The survey is, at the time of writing, still available on the ELE website.34 It can be answered in 35 European languages. In addition to the 18,963 responses collected by our service provider, the dissemination promoted by the ELE consortium collected so far 2,423 responses, thus totaling 21,386 responses up to 29/04/2022. See Table 3 in Appendix 5.6.

4.3 Technology Areas
The technology areas covered by the surveys and Deep Dive reports are Machine Translation,
Speech Technology, Text Analytics and Natural Language Understanding. The cross-sectoral
topic, namely Data and Knowledge Bases, is covered in Section 4.4.2.
Needed breakthroughs for machine translation are related to system development (including interoperability, explainability, contextualisation, hardware needs and opportunities and opportunities offered by quantum computing), data collection and EU policies, focusing on carbon-neutral and trustworthy AI. Special emphasis is placed on deep learning architectures (e. g., Transformer models), research on NMT model efficiency, use of broader con34
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Countries

Total Sample Size

Austria

900

Belgium

900

Language(s)

Sample per Language

German

900

French

350

German

50

Flemish Dutch

500

Bulgaria

750

Bulgarian

750

Croatia

600

Croatian

600

Czech Republic

900

Czech

900

Denmark

600

Danish

600

Estonia

150

Estonian

150

Finland

300

Finnish

250

Swedish

50

France

900

French

900

Germany

900

German

900

Greece

900

Greek

900

Hungary

900

Hungarian

900

Ireland

550

English

450

Irish

100

Italy

900

Italian

900

Latvia

200

Latvian

200

Lithuania

300

Lithuanian

300

Netherlands

900

Dutch

900

Norway

600

Norwegian

600

Poland

900

Polish

900

Portugal

900

Portuguese

900

Romania

900

Romanian

900

Serbia

100

Serbian

100

Slovakia

550

Slovak

550

Spanish

750

Catalan

50

Galician

50

Basque

50

Swedish

900

French

150

German

200

Italian

50

Welsh

100

English

900

Slovenian

250

Spain

900

Sweden

900

Switzerland

400

United Kingdom

1000

Slovenia

250

Table 1: Sample size per country and language
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texts (e. g., documents instead of isolated sentences) and multiple source inputs (e. g., source
sentences in multiple languages), use of linguistic knowledge (e. g., morphology, syntax, semantics) and external knowledge (e. g., domain-specific terminology, domain information,
etc.), multi-lingual and multi-domain NMT, use of pre-trained models (e. g., BERT, mBART,
etc.), multi-task learning, automatic post-editing, and other methods that allow achieving
state-of-the-art translation quality for NMT systems.
When looking forward to 2030, we expect the movement towards Deep Natural Language
Understanding smoothly and seamlessly enabling efficient and real-time translation to support human-to-human or human-to-machine communication. We expect a major breakthrough towards efficient, omnipresent, high quality real-time translation between any
European language pair and in any domain, regardless of the modality (written, spoken,
sign language) of the input.
While text-to-text translation is widely used today, speech, sign language and multi-modal
MT is still relatively in its early stages. There is a growing need for the translation of audiovisual content and development of MT-centric text-to-speech and speech-to-text applications
that can support the meaningful integration of the written and spoken word and images.
Speech translation and voice interaction with devices are the key techniques to break the
language barrier for human communication. In order to achieve human-like language processing capabilities, machines should be able to jointly process multimodal data, and not
just text, images, or speech in isolation. There is also a need for accessible content in the
form of subtitles and audio descriptions.
Future systems should be evaluated by new automatic metrics which represent better
approximations of human judgments and also ideally abandon the dependence on human
reference translations. Moreover, evaluation should not be carried out on isolated sentences/segments. Increased attention should be paid to the human judgments used for tailoring the automatic metrics, as well as to manual evaluation in general.
Going towards the ambitious goals to be achieved by 2030, different aspects regarding the
Text Processing and Analytics tools deserve further investigation. Firstly, multilingual text
processing and analytics needs to be strengthened. Currently, research on unsupervised
and zero-shot learning (Radford et al., 2019; Brown et al., 2020; Gao et al., 2021) as well as
on multilingual language models (Conneau and Lample, 2019), language-agnostic models
(Aghajanyan et al., 2019) and neural MT (Johnson et al., 2017) enhances the processing and
support of regional and minority languages. With further investment in this direction, we
expect the language coverage to be improved by 2030.
Another crucial element that needs to be adapted to the new research and its results by
2030 is benchmarking. The currently used benchmarking systems hardly give room for
newer, better results, because the current results are already classified as very good. When
adapting the benchmarking, points such as data validity and specificity, reliable annotation,
statistical significance, complexity and cost and disincentives for biased models should be
taken into account (Bowman and Dahl, 2021). These aspects would push further research
more in the direction of DLE than benchmarking efforts, valuable though they have been,
have done so far. Another important aspect of benchmarking is the consideration whether
the data is realistic regarding its setting and its composition.
Concerning Speech Technology (ST), several recommendations and development trends
can be identified:
Speech technologies integration: An intimate relation of ASR, SID and TTS with downstream NLP and NLU technologies is needed to allow the correct interpretation of the input
so that recognition, meaning and output can be produced in a natural and correct manner.
This future oriented and recommended approach is based on the combination of technologies, enabling interactions in multimodal ways (including visuals) and the efficient combination of inter-linked models will be able to guarantee the best experience possible. In turn, the
successful combination will result in an enhanced easiness and naturalness of use, hiding in-
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dividual components and allowing to perceive systems as assistants using natural language
much in the way that human assistants would.
Support for less-resourced languages: To be able to provide first-rate ST in any language,
additional high-quality datasets are essential. Ideally, they should be open and available
without usage rights limitations for all the languages and include recordings with a variety of conditions and representative settings. These include a variety of speakers, language
varieties, dialects, sociolects, data including spontaneous speech, varied prosodic patterns,
diverse sentence lengths and a wide range of emotions. Creating this wide set may not be
feasible in general, but could be achieved at least for several major European languages.
New techniques for transfer learning and model adaptation from systems trained for one
resource-rich language to systems able to function in languages with more reduced quantities of available data should be developed. These techniques would allow the development
of cutting-edge ST systems also for less-resourced languages. Also, new recommended (see
D2.14 for more details) architectures allow using resources from several languages in such a
way that commonalities among languages are learned in a more robust way by cross-lingual
knowledge-sharing or methods for the creation of multilingual or language-agnostic models
which can be applied to a number of different languages are of utmost importance.
Multimodal models: Recently introduced neural net architectures, e. g., Perceiver IO (Jaegle et al., 2021), support encoding and decoding schemes of various modalities. They can
directly work with BERT-style masked language modelling using bytes instead of tokenised
inputs. Another advantage of this type of architecture is that the computation and memory
requirements of the self-attention mechanism don’t depend on the size of the inputs and outputs, as the bulk of computing happens in a common Transformer-amenable latent space.
In the near future, this type of architecture will be commonly used in a range of applications where multimodal content needs to be jointly analysed. Further, the future line of
work relates to the training of a single, shared neural net encoder on several modalities at
the same time, and only using modality-specific pre- and post-processors. In the longer-term
perspective, such multimodal, plug and play architectures and models, will provide strong
baselines in many areas, potentially also supporting less technical users with visual design
tools, tractable hyper-parameter search, automated architecture, popularising the access to
high performance, multimodal analysis and inferences. It is recommended that the research
on multimodal models be continued strengthened.
Addressing the existing technological gaps: In the area of ASR, continues efforts towards
better understanding and modelling human speech perception might result in sophisticated
speech recognition addressing several of the technical limitations and gaps identified in current approaches. Improved handling of audio conditions currently perceived as difficult
(e. g., multiple simultaneous speakers in noisy environments speaking spontaneously and
highly emotionally in a mix of languages) will be possible by such advances. At the same
time, a wider deployment and further popularisation of ST will also require solutions that
offer high robustness, low latency, efficient customisation and the ability to provide possible equal support for a diverse set of speakers. It is recommended that addressing these
technological challenges should further drive the R&D activities in the ST fields.
User and application contexts: A trend towards the integration of richer context is to be
expected, regardless of the sub-field of voice processing. The research in this area should be
further strengthened, providing additional highly valuable cues for modelling non-laboratory
human-AI interactions.
Development pace: The pace of development in voice-based technologies is driven by
general advances in ML and associated hardware as well as domain-specific advances in the
modelling of speech perception and production. The former can be expected to accelerate
even more due to general interest in ML and AI from a wide portfolio of domains. Advances
in transfer learning, reinforcement learning, fine-tuning, the use of pre-trained models and
components as well as the arrival of platforms such a Hugging Face have created additional
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momentum. GPU support and extension of GPU capabilities can likewise be expected to continue at a fast pace, which might also have effects on the availability of hardware resources.
The latter topics have been receiving increased attention as voice and language technologies entered the mainstream. Voice, being the most natural way to interact with systems can
surely be assumed to attract even more commercial and academic interest in the future.
Training and evaluation: Simultaneously, there will be further improvements introduced
in the process of creation and distribution of ever-growing, ever more coherent (labelling
quality), and diverse datasets. These will also include the creation of and increase in a number of large, multilingual, multi-domain and multimodal datasets, that will become de facto
standard sets for the training and evaluation of the ST methods and systems that include
ST components. In the next years, we will also witness an increase in labelling efficiency, a
wider adaptation of continuous learning, self-adaptation and self-modification paradigms.
While the number of languages available in the datasets will continue to grow, the quality
and amount of data available for the most common, currently rich-resourced and the less
common, currently low-resourced languages are unlikely to converge in a shorter term. This
development in the creation of more complex and multifaceted datasets calls for a more comprehensive evaluation and quality criteria; a shift that would change a focus from an individual speech technology to an end-user assessment of a complete experience when conducting
a specific task in a given, non-laboratory environment and in a given operational and personalised contexts. Whereas current learning paradigms focus predominately on training
models on massive amounts of data in one go, human learning takes place in complex steps
over time, refining itself constantly along the way. New paradigms incorporating complex
sequence learning may not only provide further insight into human language acquisition
but likewise lead to even more powerful ST (NLP, NLU) models.
Customisation: Technologies may have reached an advanced level of maturity for many
languages and domains. However, numerous further niches remain which require expertise
and adaptation of base models to cover the last mile to the customer. In all areas of ST, the
opportunity to capitalise on efforts and tasks which fall into this category exists and should
be taken up by all parties involved in R&D of ST, including the local champions.
Ambient Intelligence: The confluence of individual technologies to form an entity that
is larger than the sum of the individual technologies is a recurrent theme within this document. This is especially important when combining human-like modalities for input and
output with knowledge representation and reasoning, potentially in an augmented or virtual environment. Viewing ST as a means for intelligent interaction, integrating nuanced
and fine-grained context and input from multiple modalities can be expected to lead to more
human-like systems where the perception of individual components will blur into an overall
experience for end-users. Such combinations may be a step towards a broader kind of AI as
opposed to the narrow, highly-specialised versions in use today. This line of work should be
further explored and supported.
Supermodels: Recent years have witnessed a fierce race between renowned institutions
and research labs on who can build the largest model for NLP. It has become customary that
only actors with enormous resources at their disposal can participate in this race. Whereas
the huge foundation models suffer from the same shortcomings as their predecessors in
terms of bias, the integration of toxic language, the lack of explainability, etc., performance
on many tasks is still improving with the number of parameters and no end of this race is
currently in sight. As is the case for search technologies, the US and Chinese giants are leading these activities. European efforts like the German OpenGPT-X project35 aim to mitigate
this imbalance. In the recently published work, Bommasani et al. 2021 (Bommasani et al.,
2021), provides a thorough account of the opportunities and risks of such foundation models,
ranging from their capabilities, technical principles, applications and societal impacts. The
35
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research and development of supermodels should further focus the attention of ST and NLP
communities, including the studies on their multifaceted and profound impacts.
Towards Deep Natural Language Understanding: The contribution of ST towards achieving Deep NLU is in the improvement and extension of the individual technologies (both
from accuracy as well as a language-/domain-coverage perspective), from their integration
into E2E systems allowing for joint operation and optimisation, including different kinds
of knowledge sources and from their flexible and dynamic configuration depending on the
state and context of an application or user. This recommended approach, combining several
modalities for input and output may likewise prove beneficial for achieving Deep NLU.
In many cases, the real power of NLU will become apparent when it features as part of
a complex system functioning as a human-like counterpart in communication – exhibiting
contextual and historical awareness and elements of general intelligence. However, it may
also be then, that NLU is overshadowed by the cognitive downstream processing and eventually perceived as a mere commodity. The element of admiration and awe on part of the
user will then concern the complete system performance, with NLU itself disappearing in
importance as a small part of a much larger and complex integrated intelligent system.
From the perspective of Text Analytics and Natural Language Understanding, support
beyond widely spoken languages, including minority and under-resourced languages, is constant work in progress. The increasing adoption of approaches based on self-supervised,
zero-shot, and few-shot learning opens new possibilities to increase the coverage of minority and under-resourced languages (e. g., (Conneau et al., 2020)). At the core of this trend,
neural language models have shown promising results also in zero and few-shot settings
across a wide range of tasks (Radford et al., 2019; Brown et al., 2020; Gao et al., 2021). This
may have potentially interesting applications to eliminate or at least reduce the need of additional labeled data for fine-tuning over downstream tasks, which is a scarce resource for
many languages. In addition, we expect that the language coverage of text analytics tools
will be enhanced thanks to a mixture of research breakthroughs on multilingual language
models (Conneau and Lample, 2019), language agnostic models (Aghajanyan et al., 2019), and
others that fall more on the realm of neural machine translation (Johnson et al., 2017). It is
thus recommended to continue research in these directions, paving the way for truly multilingual language technologies in the area of text analytics.
In a similar vein, the field of neurosymbolic approaches to NLP and NLU is also expected
to contribute to alleviate the dependency on training data, as anticipated in e. g. Hitzler et al.
(2019) and Gómez-Pérez et al. (2020). The integration of existing knowledge bases within
pre-trained language models, as shown by approaches like KnowBert Peters et al. (2019) and
K-Adapter Wang et al. (2021), will enhance such models, making them aware of the entities
contained in a knowledge base and the relations between them as well as enabling a faster,
cheaper and more scalable adaptation to vertical domains and organisations. Also, recommendable is the development of a greater methodological clarity in terms of what type of
approaches to use, either neural, knowledge and rule based or a mix, depending on parameters like data availability or interpretability requirements.
We reiterate the importance of creating new benchmark datasets that take into account
not only model accuracy but other types of metrics aimed at measuring the reliability with
which they are annotated, their size, and the ways they handle social bias, including potential discrimination by language. In the area of digital language equality, to the best of our
knowledge this is still fairly unexplored territory that will need to be progressively charted.
Also encouraged is the progressive development of large multimodal models that address not only text in isolation but also combined with other modalities. Models like CLIP
(Radford et al., 2021) show that scaling a simple pre-training task is sufficient to achieve competitive zero-shot performance on a great variety of image classification datasets by leveraging information from text. The approach uses an abundantly available source of supervision
based on pairs of text and images found across the internet, resulting in a gigantic language-
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vision dataset. Unfortunately, CLIP is available in English, Italian and Korean only, showing
how language inequality also impacts on language-vision tasks. Investment in multilingual
resources will also be necessary to make this type of technology available across all European
languages as well as underrepresented languages in general.
Finally, we advocate for a next generation of language processing tools that care about the
needs and expectations of end users, making them part of the design and learning process.
Human feedback will serve as a guide for model training, telling the machine what users
want and what they do not want (Christiano et al., 2017). Reinforcement learning from human feedback (Stiennon et al., 2020; Li et al., 2016) and interactivity with domain experts and
general users (see Shapira et al., 2021; Hirsch et al., 2021) are key areas for further advances
beyond the usual supervised paradigm.

4.4 Infrastructural Support
4.4.1 HPC and Hardware Infrastructure
Today large hardware infrastructures are required to accommodate for the required computation power and storage of Deep Neural Networks. While in North America and Asia public
and private resources can be allocated to only a limited number of languages, to effectively
honour the well-entrenched commitment to promote multilingualism in Europe resources
must be distributed across a large number of official and unofficial EU languages, so that the
respective language communities are treated fairly. As a result, the scale at which European
research can be conducted is limited in comparison. There is also an uneven distribution
of resources across countries, regions and languages (Aldabe et al., 2021a). Considering the
massive infrastructure that is required to train very large state-of-the-art LT systems, Europe
starts with a systemic handicap. Europe’s strong foundation in research and innovation can
compensate for the disadvantage European organisations have with respect to infrastructure, provided that a concerted effort is undertaken in researching the development of new
hardware platforms and respective AI training paradigms.
In general, the hardware on which LT runs must be scaled down. Several approaches to
replace GPU-based computing, or at least to make it more power-efficient, are already under
investigation. By ensuring that the capabilities of the hardware are aligned with the needs
of ML training and inference models, smaller models would be easier to integrate and use on
any device and also be greener by requiring fewer resources, since training neural models
is resource-intensive and has a heavy carbon footprint Strubell et al. (2019a). The EU has the
opportunity to be a pioneer in developing such LT models by focusing also on efficiency both
in terms of hardware and software. This would not only have positive environmental consequences, but it will also level the paying field for smaller and not well-resourced institutions
and companies.
4.4.2 Data and Knowledge Infrastructure
In addition to hardware infrastructures, we also see a clear need for a comprehensive and
interconnected data infrastructure that needs to be put in place to achieve the specified objectives.
To fill the identified gaps in data, language resources, and Knowledge Graphs we recommend and suggest a future path for Europe towards comprehensive and interlinked data
infrastructures. These infrastructures have to provide interoperability out-of-the-box by following harmonised and well-proven standards, regarding (i) data (semantic data) interoperability as well as (ii) services and (iii) innovative metadata and data management tools that
are available along all steps of the data life cycle.
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Metadata, data, data-driven services and data-driven tools to be easily docked into these
data infrastructures, without todays’ huge efforts in data cleaning and data integration, or
service- and tool integration. This future technology vision of integrated and interoperable
data infrastructures shall follows the idea of a Semantic Data Fabric including rich semantics,
and thereby context and meaning as well as dynamic metadata and augmented metadata
and data management. By this approach a federated network and infrastructure of interlinked data spaces for language technology can be realised. Existing data spaces as well as
newly developed ones should be integrated, where appropriate and possible.
In such a federated ecosystem relevant data regarding a domain and/or language can easily
be identified, loaded, and evaluated for specific use cases. Data driven services are provided
and can be used along end users requirements.
Integrated crowdsourcing and/or citizen science mechanisms allow human-machine interaction to foster data acquisition, cleaning and enrichment (e. g., annotation, classification,
quality validation and repair, domain specific model creation, et al.). Raw data can be loaded
into available tools to train algorithms or create memories and/or (language) models for specific use cases, but also existing algorithms, models or vocabularies are available and can be
easily loaded and re-used to avoid unnecessary energy consumption / computing power to
foster the idea of energy efficient data management.
In addition high importance needs to be put on privacy protection (related to personal
identifiable information, PII and beyond), the avoidance of bias (for example on gender et
al.), and on data sovereignty.
The approach of such data infrastructures require working and sustainable business models that allow data trading, -sharing and collaboration. And require supporting policies, as
well as sustainable data governance models around data creation, data provision and data
sharing. Well targeted publicly funded/supported programmes and activities in the area of
data literacy are required from early education onward, to ensure that sufficient human
resources in the field are available in the future.
In addition an action plan for the collection and the development of data and language resources that are relevant for language technology, as well as for Knowledge Graphs is needed
to ensure the availability of sufficient data in the EU languages, as well as in dialects and important non-EU languages. The recommendation for this is to look into three areas, as: (i)
Language Equality Action Plan by means of targeted national and European funding along a
matrix of relevant resources and languages, combined with (ii) more measures in the fields
of crowdsourcing and citizen science, and (iii) the development of functioning data related
business models.
Beside technology, interoperability or data related attributes there must be a strong focus established on applying all these mechanisms and methodologies to the widest range of
languages possible, at least to EU languages but also local and regional dialects of these languages, as well as to non-EU languages that are wide-spread across Europe. Without such
data and language resources in place a digital language equality cannot be reached.
The availability of high quality data, language resources and knowledge graphs in at least
EU 24 languages, but furthermore in as many languages as possible, that are easily accessible
with fair conditions and costs in a clearly specified legal environment providing transparent
rules and regulations can support clear benefits and competitive advantage for the stakeholders. For the European research community to foster innovations in the field, for the
industry to successfully compete in a global market, and thereby for the European citizens
and its society, that is constantly growing in regard to its diversity and a wide and increasing
variety of languages. Data, language resources, and Knowledge Graphs are thereby a crucial
factor on our way to digital European Language Equality.
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5 Summary and Conclusions
5.1 Paradigm Shift: A Challenge and Opportunity to Achieve Digital
Language Equality
The main purpose of this report has been to summarise the envisioned state of LT in 2030
with a particular focus on European languages, as gathered from various sources, especially
those identified during the ELE project. The views expressed here are supported by careful
analysis of the quantitative and qualitative input from the various surveys and interviews
conducted, and by the analysis of the state of the art and the perceived gaps in several priority
technology areas.
This report has assembled and discussed in a comprehensive fashion the contents from
many previous deliverables, with primary input from D2.17 (Way et al., 2022), which in turn
was based on Deliverables produced within WP2. The structure has been arranged in such
a way to systematically cover the most important aspects of the SRIA, which will further
elaborate on the views, foresight and priorities described herein. To summarise the main
findings presented in this deliverable, we list below the most important points that in our
view deserve to be considered particularly carefully in driving forward the effort to achieve
DLE for all languages of Europe by 2030.
We are currently in the midst of a very significant paradigm shift, namely towards building the underlying LT as well as LT applications by using Deep Learning by Artificial Neural
Networks in the end-to-end fashion, complemented with unsupervised techniques which require less costly data acquisition and preparation (but in larger quantities). This revolution
in LT/AI has been possible because of the confluence of four different research trends: 1)
mature deep neural network technology, 2) large amounts of data (and for NLP processing
large and diverse multilingual textual data), 3) increase in High Performance Computing
(HPC) power including GPUs, and 4) application of simple but effective self-learning (unsupervised) approaches.
Forecasting the future of LT and language-centric AI even for the end of the current decade
is of course a challenge, due to the fast-pace developments that are taking place. Five years
ago, hardly anyone would have predicted the recent breakthroughs. It is expected that more
advances will be achieved by using pre-trained language and translation models as an example of a trend towards reusing and sometimes re-purposing trained models, with only
modest costs for fine-tuning to various domains and applications. However, there are still
many unsolved issues, presenting both a challenge and an opportunity.
At this time of technological transition, with the view of achieving DLE, we have an unprecedented and unique opportunity before us to address equal and fair support for all
European languages, and eventually better digital provision for low-resourced languages,
bringing them on par with the currently supported “large” languages in both quality and
related application coverage. There are many aspects and challenges involved in achieving
this ambitious but worthy goal, which this report analysed in detail.

5.2 Gaps in LT
Based on the analysis of the state of the art in the whole field with respect to the impact of
LT on society, there are numerous gaps in several vertical as well as horizontal areas, which
we review in the following concluding remarks.
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Data
The uneven availability of suitable high-quality data for use in both training and evaluating today’s state-of-the-art data-driven tools is a result of, and in turn regrettably reinforces,
digital language inequalities. Obtaining clean and curated training data is a huge challenge,
not only for several languages, but also in multiple vital domains. Labelling data can be a
time-intensive task that often requires skilled domain expertise. Domain-specific language
data (e. g., medical, legal, user-generated content, etc.) is needed to ensure sufficient coverage of certain terminology. In particular, the digitisation of educational material still has a
long way to go. Much educational material in several languages is still largely published on
paper. For a few languages with high commercial interest, an abundance of training data is
available. However, for many (in fact, the majority of) European languages, this is not the
case, and there is a need to instigate change to reverse well-established patterns.
With regard to accessibility, important steps have recently been taken in the research community with respect to cultivating a culture of open data and data sharing. Many top-tier
publications require the release of datasets (where possible) in order to facilitate the reproducibility of studies. Shared tasks such as those involving benchmarking or evaluation campaigns require the release of their specifically designed datasets. However, enterprise data,
for example, tends to be locked in regulatory and corporate silos. Particularly stringent copyright laws may pose a further barrier to research and development efforts in Europe, more
so than in other competing areas of the world. The development, application and adoption
of LTs are also connected to a range of issues relating to fairness, biases and ethical aspects
that need to be accounted for. Similar to gender-related biases, race-related and ethnicallybased biases and stereotypes may regrettably be present also in many LT models, and there
is a need to prevent the serious harm that they are likely to cause. Biased tools are bound
to have a direct negative impact on society as a whole and can cause substantial damage to
already disadvantaged marginalised populations. Biases are a significant drawback which
is yet to be addressed in full, especially considering their high potential to cause damage
and embarrassment, which may undermine the credibility and appeal of LTs and related
applications among both policy-makers, investors and the citizens at large.
Technology
Access to hardware, experts, and involvement in research have also shifted in such a way
that elite universities and large firms have an advantage due to their ease of access to the
required high-end facilities and expensive resources, which are often also very demanding
to maintain and power. The lack of necessary resources (expert personnel, HPC capabilities,
etc.) in Europe, compared to large U.S. and Chinese IT corporations is of special concern and
needs to be alleviated by concerted efforts leveraging synergies between public bodies and
private organisations. In addition, the lack of consideration for the specific needs and support required for users with a range of physical, sensory, cognitive and learning disabilities
leads to other communities being regrettably marginalised despite advances in technology –
this problem is compounded by the increasing amount of aging population all over Europe.
Interpretability is a major concern in modern AI and LT research. As such, a priority for
many businesses and organisations is to build trust and confidence in these AI models. In
particular, a notable increase in attention has been recently observed with regard to explainable AI. In addition, there are challenges in making responsible AI a reality: training
neural MT, TA and ST engines is resource-intensive and has a heavy carbon footprint, which
is another major concern that needs to be urgently and specifically addressed, to ensure
environmentally-friendly and sustainable development in the future.
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5.2.1 Benchmarking
Current benchmarking presents issues across all areas of speech and language technologies.
In particular, there is still a lack of agreement within the MT community, as with the increasing quality of MT the widely used automatic metrics start to diverge from the true needs of
assessing MT quality and suitability for various purposes. The situation is similar for other
LTs, and for novel uses and applications, benchmarks are not even established – both in
terms of methodology and the necessary datasets.
5.2.2 Expertise
Another significant gap that concerns all areas of speech and language processing is the
scarcity of trained personnel and expertise, with the serious risk of losing emerging talent to
innovative power-players outside of Europe, many of which can offer salaries and general
working conditions that cannot typically be matched by academic or industry employers in
Europe. In many cases, as the surveys and interviews have shown, the problem is not that
education in Europe is inferior, but it is a question of retention, even though a higher number of trained staff (at all levels, including advanced users and maintainers of LT) would be
very helpful both to industry and academia.

5.3 Impact on Society
LTs already impact extensively business activities, society and individual users’ lives on multiple levels. The apparently highest impact so far has been in the area of businesses and
consumers, where – apart from creating novel applications and whole areas of business –
there have been benefits to the Digital Single Market by providing technology to reach wider
markets and consumer bases, for example through the use of MT. In general, the possibility
for companies to offer their services in all European (and some other) languages opens up
desirable market opportunities for them.
The same benefits apply to Government Affairs and Public Services. Given today’s increased mobility of citizens, migratory flows and progressive integration of international
and cross-national decision-making processes, many government organisations already apply LT solutions to help them deliver efficient public services and improve governance.
Another broad area of impact is education. School-based learning and education are rapidly
changing in terms of technological support, as we could see during the pandemic. LTs can
bring new and more effective opportunities in the education process – not only specifically
in the teaching of foreign languages, but to teaching in general, with a more inclusive and
positive learning experience for a broader range of students (including, as mentioned above,
those with disabilities).
Language support and proofing tools (e. g., spell-checker, grammar-checker, auto-correct,
predictive text, as well as MT) facilitate efficient and seamless creation of digital text content
and its communication within and across language borders.
A still under-explored area from the point of view of LT is healthcare, in all its various
forms. TTS and ASR are at the core of a range of assistive technologies, helping to better integrate into society people with visual impairments and learning disabilities such as dyslexia
or other cognitive as well as physical disabilities; incidentally, many of the relevant assistive devises and tools can also benefit Europe’s increasingly aging population (e. g. for visual
and hearing aids). Some speech technologies are used in diagnostics and cure of diseases related to speech understanding and production. Virtual cognitive assistants could drastically
reduce the administrative burden and lead to improved patient experience and health outcomes. In general, speech and language technologies integrated in the emerging diagnostic
tools, telemedicine, and social services can improve the well-being of everyone, and a fast
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increase in their use is expected in the near future; for this to happen in a fair, balanced and
inclusive way, substantial progress is needed for most European languages.

5.4 LT Landscape in 2030
The central scientific goal envisioned for 2030 is Deep NLU for all European languages, including minority ones, as well as in the languages of Europe’s partners. This goal describes
and encompasses the numerous individual and/or goals in different dimensions:
• In research, development and innovation goals in the technology areas, supported by
data and knowledge bases
• In covering and bridging the gaps and shortcomings identified in technology, use, regulation, and education
• In the legal and regulatory area, to facilitate the development of more effective and
relevant LTs, in accordance with European values and contributing to strengthening
them
• In the use (and the promotion of use) of LT and AI in government and public services
• Last but not least, in coordinating funding schemes among the EC and national or regional funding bodies to create an ecosystem of support that can lead to much-needed
scientific breakthroughs, innovation and growth.
These goals are not completely new, at least in part; they have been endorsed by the European Parliament on several occasions, such as in the STOA Report “Language equality in
the digital age – Towards a Human Language Project”36 and especially the landmark EP Resolution “Language equality in the digital age”.37 The findings and results of the ELE project
so far, as summarised in this report, have foregrounded the importance of these goals, and
also identified more gaps, taking into account the recent developments in the computational
and statistical foundations and advances in machine learning. Another major contribution
has been received from analysing the views of the respondents and experts regarding the
technology situation in LT and AI in 2030 and its role in society, resulting in the above list.
Given that the focus of the ELE project is DLE through technology, the forecasting focused
on LT (and LT within and combined with additional AI technologies). Expert teams described
their vision in the four Deep Dives. The vision has been summarised in this report in Section 3.2. Here we outline the main points of their vision for key LTs in 2030.
The priority research themes for NLU are MT, text analytics, speech and horizontally, data
resources.
In MT, one of the most traditional LT applications that can be used directly by all types
of users including ordinary citizens, the main features that are expected to be available by
2030 are awareness of context, including the environment (“metadata”), awareness of communication purpose as well as other translation requirements, ability to explain the translation decisions (through full NLU or other means), awareness of cultural diversity and, if
appropriate, “transfer” and the presence of empathy with the users and their needs, if and
as appropriate. These features will be all be available for both written and spoken translation systems while minimising the computing and space footprint, contributing also to the
preservation of the environment.
In text processing and analytics, the main goal (aligned very closely to the overall NLU
goal) is to extract knowledge, in all possible forms, from unstructured text. Research will
36
37
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progress on how to combine current human-generated and human-understandable knowledge (in the form of knowledge graphs, databases and other representations of world knowledge) with deep learning approaches and models. Basic text analysis tools will be capable of
grounding, to connect the text with the aforementioned structured data. Today’s tools will
be integrated to provide a wealth of such information, for any type of text and domain, in
all EU and other languages (minority, regional, possibly Europe’s partners’), and leveraged
by combining them with data from structured sources (databases). The size of data and text
available for such analysis will grow, as will the speed of processing, allowing to analyse
streamed data (including multimodal data).
In speech technologies, which are still evolving dramatically while bringing higher quality in more and more challenging environments, huge leaps are envisaged. However, these
leaps are, in the view of the experts, also dependent on the progress in the other technology
areas, namely MT and text analytics, to combine the audio signal analysis and generation
with the possibilities offered by these two other areas. By 2030, speech technology will be integrated seamlessly not only in MT applications, but also with text analytics tools, allowing to
process streamed and multilingual data in real time. Advances in Deep Learning will allow
to increase the quality also for low-resource languages, and advances in audio signal processing will allow to increase audio quality also in increasingly more noisy environments.
At the same time, audio signal processing technologies will allow for high quality, almost instant language identification, speaker identification and diarisation, speaker adaptation and
discourse-related feature extraction in a form helping the overarching Deep NLU goal and
novel applications. Advances will include sign language analysis and generation, teaming up
with AI methods for image analysis and generation. For TTS, more variety and even more
naturalness will be achieved to overcome adoption barriers.
In the area data and knowledge resources, a horizontal topic covering the three technology
areas described above, the main goal is still to increase data availability in size (for large language models) and application suitability. However, with advances in deep learning which
will decrease the need for large datasets in every language and every domain and application area, it will become more important to have these data available in an accessible way,
at a zero or low and reasonable cost, shared among all stakeholders. The experts envision a
network of repositories that preserve and distribute data of all kinds and types, under legally
clear conditions and in an efficient way. In addition, ways will be found to create annotated
data in a cheaper, more reliable and faster way if needed for supervised machine learning
methods. Finally, speech and text data will be linked to other types of data, mainly structured
and multimodal, in order to support the Deep NLU goal and novel research and applications
in all areas of language-centric AI.

5.5 The Path to DLE in Europe by 2030: Key Recommendations
The surveys and expert interviews discussed here targeted LT developers, users and – equally
importantly – the EU citizens. The surveys investigated language coverage, evaluated the
current situation of LT in Europe and encouraged participants to share their predictions
and visions for the future. More than 450 survey responses were collected and dozens of
expert interviews were conducted. In addition, the EU citizen survey has been created so that
citizens can provide their opinions regarding digital support for their languages. A very new
approach to gather insight was the large-scale Citizen Survey which has already collected
more than 21,000 responses. The answers broadly show that raising awareness for the LT
potential in Europe on a political and institutional level is more important now than ever
before. The European LT community is in a position where change is needed in order to
compete with innovative systems and tools built elsewhere.
The analysis of the responses from all the surveys and interviews, as well as from the tech-
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nology areas assessed by experts in the Deep Dives, resulted in recommendations described
in detail (together with the supporting evidence) in Section 4. Here, we summarise the key
recommendations that are likely to have major impact on driving forward the agenda of DLE
for all European languages by 2030.
5.5.1 LT Developers
The key recommendations as extracted from the surveys and interviews with LT developers
both from academia and from industry (Section 4.2.1) reflect the identified gaps, and take
into account the visions where LT is going to be in 2030, ensuring, at the same time, DLE:
• Increase effort for collecting data across technologies, domains, and use cases
• Provide the data following the FAIR principles to ensure the broadest possible uptake
• Support basic research on LT/AI, especially in the following directions: full NLU, more
efficient ML algorithms, algorithms and models avoiding bias, and tackling specifically
(very) low-resourced languages
• Increase infrastructural support, both in terms of compute and services as well as data
• Support creating a network of closely collaborating national centres of excellence in
LT/AI
• For public support, decrease bureaucracy especially for SMEs
• In academia, work on promoting FAIR data creation, annotation, preservation, and curation as a worthy and appreciated contribution to science
• Support talent retention in Europe
• Devise and/or adapt supportive regulation that favours the use of LT for accessibility
and other similar purposes
5.5.2 LT Users
The recommendations as extracted from the surveys and interviews with LT users (Section 4.2.2) have some common ground with those listed above. However, the users have
been looking at LT from a different angle, bringing new insights, gaps and shortcomings as
seen from the users’ perspective, thus producing an additional set of recommendations:
• Increase the variety of tools available for minority languages
• Increase the availability and quality of tools for all languages other than the biggest
ones (English, German, Spanish, French, Italian)
• Develop real-time, collaborative, spoken MT for all language pairs
• Increase availability of human-readable and computer-processable lexical resources
linked to available tools, especially for low-resource languages
• Introduce measures at all levels to keep language diversity, from education to public
services to businesses, employing available LT
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5.5.3 Technology Areas
The experts involved in preparing the Deep Dives (Bērziņš et al., 2022; Backfried et al., 2022;
Gomez-Perez et al., 2022; Kaltenboeck et al., 2022) provided a very detailed analysis of the
state of the art in MT, speech technologies and text analytics, including a data and knowledge
infrastructural view. They identified a range of required breakthroughs, which are reflected
in their recommendations.
In particular, breakthroughs needed for MT are related to system development (including
interoperability, explainability, contextualisation, hardware needs and opportunities and
opportunities offered in the future by quantum computing), data collection and EU policies,
focusing on carbon-neutral and trustworthy AI-powered tools. Text processing and analytics
tools need to focus on multilingual text processing and analytics needs to be strengthened.
Another crucial element is benchmarking. For speech technology several development directions have been identified that contribute to DLE as well as to general progress: speech
technologies integration, support for less-resourced languages, multimodal models, addressing the existing technological gaps, user and application contexts, development pace, training and evaluation etc. to name some of the issues identified as highest priorities.
From these gaps and identified breakthroughs needed for further progress as well as the
experts’ visions for the future with regard also to DLE in 2030, the following recommendations have been formulated:
• For MT research, support integration of speech for real-time, multi-agent and multilanguage “instant” spoken MT among all EU languages
• Also especially for MT (but not only), support the creation of fundamentally new benchmarks and automated metrics that take into account DLE
• In speech, support a seamless integration of speech (ASR, TTS, SID) and downstream
NLU/NLP in order to have intelligent systems, such as digital and virtual assistants, for
all languages
• Support research in the direction of combining speech (and NLU/NLP) with other modalities, such as image and vision
• For ASR, support research on the digital audio signal and possibilities to address current
limitations, such as noise in the environment
• As a common recommendation with the text analytics experts, support research in NLU
which integrates speech, NLP and contextual information as well as additional modes
of perception
• Support basic research in neurosymbolic approaches to NLP/NLU, including grounding
and the use of human-understandable databases and sources
• Support the role of humans (“human in the loop”) in LT/AI systems and applications
• Given the success of large language models for various applications, support the collection or acquisition or large datasets and train these general-purpose large language
models for all EU languages, possibly mixed with other modalities
Separately, the “horizontal” Data and Knowledge Deep Dive resulted in additional recommendations, which also take into account certain eInfrastructural issues, such as compute
and data storage.
In general, infrastructural support also needs to be significantly improved and extended.
Today, large hardware infrastructures are required to accommodate for the necessary computation power and storage of Deep Neural Networks. Beside hardware infrastructures we
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see a clear need for a comprehensive and interconnected data infrastructure in place to
achieve the specified objectives. To fill the identified gaps in data, language resources, and
Knowledge Graphs we recommend and suggest a future path for Europe towards comprehensive and interlinked data infrastructures, considering the ELG the first foundational step
in such a direction, heralding several promising and much-needed developments.
The key recommendations regarding both hardware facilities (such as data centres and
HPCs) as well as the data and knowledge infrastructure (Section 4.4.1 and Section 4.4.2) can
be summarised as follows:
• Increase the capacity of HPCs across Europe to cater for the needs of ML (e. g., include
GPUs and provide simpler access to them), including staging large data for processing
• At the same time, support work on algorithms and general approaches that minimise
the need for data and/or power supply for ML training
• Support interlinking, interoperability and sharing of metadata and FAIR38 data in a
transparent and open manner, in cooperation with major initiatives such as EOSC39 as
well as national projects and national funding in general
• Support the creation of a clear legal framework that allows data sharing and reuse,
including for business development; this includes specific supportive regulations targeting the most widespread uses of LT, while preserving privacy

5.6 Towards Digital Language Equality
This report has provided the forward-looking vision and recommendations towards DLE
in 2030, including a detailed analysis of the state of the art of LT and the related gaps and
shortcomings. The results of WP1, with detailed analyses of the surveys and interviews conducted, as presented in a number of previous reports (WP1 Deliverables and Deliverables
D2.2 to D2.16 and their main points summarised in D2.17) served as the main source of supporting evidence. In addition, this report has also been based on a large body of relevant
literature, recent reports and studies related to LT and AI technology, societal impact and
issues, business cases and general use of LT, with a special focus on Europe. In turn, this report will serve as one the main sources to develop the SRIA and roadmap as the main results
of the ELE project.
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Countries
Austria
Belgium – Dutch
Belgium – German
Belgium – French
Bulgaria
Croatia
Czech
Denmark
Estonia
Finland – Swedish
Finland – Finnish
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Ireland
Ireland – Irish
Italy
Latvia
Lithuania
Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Serbia
Slovakia
Spain
Spain – Galician
Spain – Basque
Spain – Catalan
Sweden
Switzerland – Italian
Switzerland – German
Switzerland – French
UK
UK – Wales
Slovenia
Totals

Sample size

Total responses

Completed

Ratio

%

900
500
50
350
750
600
900
600
150
50
250
900
900
900
900
450
100
900
200
300
900
600
900
900
900
100
550
750
50
50
100
900
50
200
150
842
58
250

965
538
57
380
797
643
977
677
170
55
271
1003
1008
972
934
532
173
958
209
321
959
638
1026
995
950
95
604
820
82
72
126
747
64
389
171
973
100
399

900
500
50
350
750
600
920
600
150
50
250
901
901
900
900
473
117
900
200
300
900
600
900
900
900
100
550
748
50
50
100
900
50
200
150
842
58
253

1
1
1
1
1
1
1.02
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1.05
1.17
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.99
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1.012

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
102.2
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.1
100.1
100.0
100.0
105.1
117.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
99.7
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
101.2

18900

20850

18963

Table 2: Number of responses through our service provider per country and language
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Languages
Basque
Bosnian
Bulgarian
Catalan
Croatian
Czech
Danish
Dutch
English
Estonian
Finnish
French
Galician
German
Greek
Hungarian
Icelandic
Irish
Italian
Latvian
Lithuanian
Luxembourgish
Macedonian
Maltese
Norwegian
Polish
Portuguese
Romanian
Serbian
Slovakian
Slovenian
Spanish
Swedish
Turkish
Welsh
Total

Totals
147
157
47
79
19
43
55
35
228
58
49
48
172
121
48
47
134
126
81
14
74
4
61
79
19
13
19
13
12
29
59
32
35
42
224
2423

Table 3: Number of responses through ELE dissemination channels (as of 29 April 2022)
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